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Abstract
A study of magnetic states of equal-sided hexagonal Permalloy nanodots has been conducted via
micromagnetics simulation. With various side length, thickness and interior angle, magnetic state
has been characterized for all hexagonal nanodots. A new boundary between single domain and
vortex state on the dependency of uniaxial shape anisotropy has been discovered. Based on the
characterized magnetic state of each hexagonal nanodot, several acceptable magnetic switching
performances were obtained from hexagonal nanodots at single domain state. Magnetic logic
gate using hexagonal Permalloy nanodots has been accomplished and it offers low power
dissipation and high integration density of a functional circuit. Transmission of information from
one magnetic logic gate to the neighbouring hexagonal nanodot has been partially implemented.
Opportunities for improved information transmission between magnetic logic gates are
promising with proposed schemes.
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Chapter One: Introduction

Electronic devices are ubiquitous and necessary in this information age we live in. The
development of electronics has made so many improvements and advancements in business,
communications, medical applications, national defense and so forth. Humans rely upon
electronics to live their day-to-day lives.
Semiconductors can be conductors as well as insulators. They are the elementary component in
most modern electronic devices. Transistor is a widely employed semiconductor device that
serves for switching and amplification. The invention of transistor at Bell Telephone
Laboratories in 1947 [1] revolutionized the electronics industry and eventually leads to
integrated circuits. The integrated circuit is a complex and advance electric circuit that contains
multiple elements. A significant advantage of integrated circuits is the capability to reduce the
size of the integrated elements and operate at low power. With massive manufacture of
integrated circuits, the cost of electronics becomes lower. Nevertheless, integrated circuit has its
flipside.
Based on Gordon Moore’s observation and prediction in 1965, the number of semiconductors,
mainly transistors, integrated on a chip has been, and will be doubled approximately every two
years. This growth trend is also known as Moore’s Law [2]. After Moore’s Law has governed for
several decades [3], it is still driven by economics but simple scaling with innovations of
fabrication technology has ended and facing physical miniaturization challenges [4, 5]. It is more
and more difficult to make smaller transistors without increasing the manufacturing cost per unit
area [6]. It is predicted that the miniaturization process will slow down in the next two decades
[7].
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A lot of efforts have been devoted to looking for alternatives to conventional silicon-based
transistors, for instance, new materials that can replace silicon [8, 9], alternative device structure
or architecture [10, 11], incorporation of both [12] etc. For centuries, people have been using
electron charges to transmit signals but ignored another intrinsic property of electrons – electron
spins [13]. Electrons have two states of spinning, ‘up’ and ‘down’. The interaction between the
spins is associated with magnetic moment, which can be detected and controlled by external
magnetic field. One of the most promising approaches is to utilize electron spins and the
magnetic property of that material, instead of electricity, to implement switches that function
similar to transistors to be turned on and off [14]. Boolean logic functions are the basis for
information processing. Using magnetization directions of ferromagnetic material domains to
represent logic ‘1’ and ‘0’ is able to perform logical operations (it will be discussed further in
Chapter Two: Nanomagnetics).
This emerging field of the ferromagnetic-based devices for information processing carries some
solutions for the limitations of electrical integrated circuits, including the power consumption
that cannot be negligible anymore [15, 16], high density of hard wiring [16] confines the
integrated circuit system and so forth. An important advantage of the magnetic system is
nonvolatility, i.e. the information can be retained without power. As a soft magnetic material,
Permalloy features in low coercivity and exceptionally high magnetic permeability [17], which
makes it an ideal magnetic material to implement magnetoelectronic devices.

Thesis outline: the thesis outline is presented below.
Chapter One: This chapter provides the reasoning and an overview of the emerging field of
ferromagnetic-based devices for information processing.
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Chapter Two: It introduces some important concepts that will be cited throughout this thesis
and describes some practical importance in ferromagnetic field.
Chapter Three: It summarizes several schemes for implementing magnetic logic functions and
specifies the motivations of this research.
Chapter Four: This chapter describes the simulation method and environment of LLG
Micromagnetics Simulator. It explains various parameters used in the simulation as well.
Chapter Five and Six: These two chapters present the simulation results obtained in this
research. Discussions for anomaly boundary between single domain and vortex state are added in
Chapter Five. Discussions for device application of hexagonal nanodots are integrated in Chapter
Six.
Chapter Seven: This final chapter provides an overall conclusion. It also points out the
directions for some future work.
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Chapter Two: Nanomagnetics

In this chapter, some important magnetic properties in nanoscale and concepts in ferromagnetism
are introduced, which will be helpful to interpret the work presented in this thesis. These
concepts and terms will be cited throughout the thesis. It also reviews the practical importance of
the research in this field in brief.
2.1 Nanoscale
The prefix ‘nano’ in the term ‘nanotechnology’ means a billionth, i.e. 1 nm = 1 × 10 −9 m. Sizedependent property and behaviour of material at nanoscale is different to when they are at bulk
size. It may include fundamental electrical, optical, magnetic and mechanical properties. The
ratio of atoms on surface to in bulk is playing the key role in changing these properties [18].
When the size of a particle is less than 100 nm, the surface atoms are dominant and the ratio does
not change linear. When it is near 100 nm particle size, the ratio gradually approaches linear
[18]. Considering a sphere with radius of 1m, its total surface area is approximately 1.26 × 101
m 2 . If split up this sphere into 1nm radius spheres, there will be about 1 × 10 27 of them and the

total surface area will be roughly 1.26 × 1010 m 2 , which is billion times larger than the original
surface area and 15 times as large as the Calgary city area. Nanotechnology is often referred to
the technology that is able to engineer small things from 1 nm to 100 nm. However, the range
often extends up to several hundred nanometers.
2.2 Ferromagnetism
2.2.1 Origin of ferromagnetism
The origin of ferromagnetism is rooted in quantum physics. Pauli exclusion principle states that
no two electrons within a given system (e.g., an atom) may have all four identical quantum
4

numbers, n, l, m! and m! . Principal quantum number, n, corresponds to shell. Orbital angular
momentum quantum number is l and it represents subshell. Magnetic quantum number, m! ,
quantizes the component of the angular momentum along the direction of an external magnetic
field [19]. Spin magnetic quantum number, m! , describes the electrons spinning situation, which
is simplified to either spin up or down. According to Pauli exclusion principle, when two
electrons are in the same orbital state, with identical n, l, m! , one would have to spin up and the
other down. This is called spin paired.
Another important theorem is Hund’s rule. It is based on experimental facts and expresses that
electrons having the same n, l prefer their spins to be parallel (same m! ) [19]. The origin of
Hund’s rule lies in the fact that when the spins are in parallel, the electrons must have different
m! . Thus they will occupy different orbitals, experience a small Coulombic repulsion and have
small electrostatic interaction energy.
Using the Pauli exclusion principal and Hund’s rule, the distribution of electrons in an atom can
be determined. As a transition metal, nickel (Ni) is ferromagnetic at room temperature. The
atomic number of Ni is 28 and the atomic structure of Ni atom is 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d8 4s2 . The
first two shells and the first subshell of the fourth shell are filled up with maximum number of
electrons. The electronic configuration of the 3d subshell is shown in Figure 2.1. The direction of
the arrows indicates if the electron is spinning up or down.
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Figure 2.1: Electronic configuration of the 3d subshell of Ni atom
As indicated in Figure 2.1, Ni atom has two unpaired electrons in half-occupied orbitals.
Therefore the two unpaired electrons give rise to a net magnetic moment 𝛍! . An orbiting
electron generates a loop current, I, due to the orbital motion and an area, A, enclosed by the
current. Suppose a unit vector 𝛍! is normal to the surface of the area and the direction of 𝛍!
follows the right-hand grip rule. The magnetic moment is given by (2.1):
𝛍! = IA𝛍!

(2.1)

The net magnetic moment of a bulk Ni is zero. When the bulk Ni is placed in a magnetic field H,
each Ni atom would respond to it and develop a net magnetic moment along the field.
Subsequently the bulk Ni would have a net magnetic moment along the magnetic field and
become magnetized. The magnetization vector M is defined as the magnetic moment per unit
volume and describes the extent of magnetization of the material [19]. If the magnetic moment of
each Ni atom were the same, a larger piece of Ni would possess stronger magnetization than that
of a smaller piece of Ni under the same applied field, because the larger piece would have more
volume and atoms than the smaller piece. Suppose there are N atoms in a volume V of a

6

ferromagnetic material, and each atom, j, of that material has a magnetic moment 𝛍!" where j is
from 1 to N. Magnetization vector M is defined by (2.2):
M=

1 N
∑µ mj
V j=1

(2.2)

In summary, because of the Pauli exclusion principle and Hund’s rule, the origin of
ferromagnetism is due to the exchange interaction, which is a quantum mechanical effect. The
exchange interaction between two electrons forces them to take m! and m! values that result in
the minimum of electrostatic energy [19]. When a magnetic field is applied, all the magnetic
moments will be spontaneously aligned in the same direction of the field. Hereafter the
ferromagnetic material is magnetized.
2.2.2 Ferromagnetic properties
The ferromagnetic behaviour can be reflected by the curve of magnetization M versus applied
magnetic field H. The M-H curve of a typical ferromagnetic material exhibits hysteresis, i.e. the
magnetization does not follow the same path while the magnetic field is swapped from the
negative/positive to positive/negative saturation, as shown in Figure 2.2.
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M

a

M!"#
M!

b

c
-H

-H!

H!

0

H

-M!

d

-M!"#
-M
Figure 2.2: Hysteresis loop of a ferromagnetic material
The relationship between M and H is highly nonlinear. It starts from point a as indicated in
Figure 2.2, which is the flat section called saturation magnetization Msat . Saturation
magnetization shows the maximum magnetization in a ferromagnetic material in which all the
magnetic moments are aligned as much as possible in the same direction of the applied field.
Even if the applied magnetic field keeps increasing, the magnetization will not be increased. As
the magnetic field decreases, the magnetization component along the field decreases as well.
When it processes to point b, where the applied field reduces to zero, it leaves a residual
magnetization in the material, called the remanent magnetization or remanence and denoted by

M r . Then a reversed magnetic field starts to apply and keeps increasing. Eventually, the
8

reversed field will be sufficient enough to lower magnetization to zero. This is where the
material becomes demagnetized and the field at point c is called the coercive field or the
coercivity, denoted by H c . The magnetic field increases further until it reaches the saturation
magnetization in the reversed direction, where point d is. The other half of the hysteresis loop
repeats the same process to complete a full M versus H curve of the ferromagnetic material.
There is energy loss involved in magnetizing and demagnetizing the ferromagnetic material. It is
called hysteresis loss and hysteresis loss per unit volume of the material is the area of the M-H
hysteresis loop [19].
Even though the saturation magnetization will not change if the applied magnetic field increases
after the ferromagnetic material becomes saturated. Increasing the temperature would disrupt the
spins alignment of the atoms. The ferromagnetic behaviour disappears at a critical temperature
called the Curie temperature, denoted by T! . Curie temperature of the ferromagnets Ni and iron
(Fe) is 358 °C and 770 °C [19]. Above the Curie temperature, the material becomes
paramagnetic and the relationship between M and H of paramagnetic material is linear. Figure
2.3 and Figure 2.4 display the temperature effect aforementioned.
M
M!"#

0

T!

T

Figure 2.3: Saturation magnetization versus increased temperature
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M
Paramagnetic
Ferromagnetic

material

material
T

Figure 2.4: Ferromagnetic material becomes paramagnetic above Curie temperature
2.2.3 Ferromagnetic domains
On macroscale, ferromagnetic materials do not necessarily possess a net magnetization in the
absence of the applied magnetic field, whereas, on nanoscale, the ferromagnetic material breaks
down to each magnetic domain that has a net magnetization even in the absence of an applied
field. That is because a magnetic domain is a region where all the magnetic moments align in the
same direction to produce a net magnetization. When the ferromagnetic material is at bulk size,
all magnetic domains position randomly so the magnetic moment generated from each domain
cancels out and has no net magnetization in total. The boundary that separates the domains is
called the domain wall. An illustration is given in Figure 2.5 (a) and (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: (a) Net M = 0 when H = 0 on macroscale (b) Net M ≠ 0 when H = 0 on
nanoscale
10

Single domain and vortex are two distinguishable magnetic states in ferromagnetic materials.
When a ferromagnetic particle is at single domain state, all of its magnetic moments are aligned
with each other pointing at the same direction. For instance, all the magnetic domains listed in
Figure 2.5 (b) are at single domain state. On the other hand, vortex is a curling spin
configuration. All the magnetic moments change direction gradually to be in parallel with the
nearest edge of the particle in which appears to have a core growing from the center of the
particle, so that it will not lose too much exchange energy by to reduce the external magnetic
field lines to lower the potential energy stored in the magnetic field, which is called
magnetostatic energy [20, 21]. A simplified figure for single domain and vortex is shown in
Figure 2.6 (a) and (b), respectively. The arrow represents the magnetization and its direction.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.6: (a) Single domain (b) Vortex

For ferromagnetic single domain particles, it is suggested that the change of magnetization in the
domain may only occur at critical values of the applied magnetic field [22]. One possibility is
when the magnetic field changes continuously, the magnitude of the magnetization keeps
constant but the direction of the magnetization vector rotates inside the domain. The procedure
where the magnetization vector rotates 180° and flips to the opposite direction with respect to its
initial direction is called magnetization reversal process, which is also known as switching.
Magnetization reversal process can also be implemented in ferromagnetic particles at vortex
state. In terms of hysteresis loop at magnetization reversal, vortex tends to have a wider range of
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magnetic field H to reverse the magnetization M than single domain. In other words, single
domain can have a sharp switching while vortex cannot. Thus vortex is likely to have a higher
coercive field than single domain. Assume the remanence is the same in the hysteresis loops of
both single domain and vortex; vortex will have a higher hysteresis energy loss in this case. This
will be discussed more in section 5.3.3.
When the ferromagnetic particle is at nanoscale, it can be referred to as a nanodot. When the
thickness of the dot is much smaller than the dot diameter, the magnetic moments are likely to
align in the direction that is parallel to the 2 dimensional surface of the dot, which is also known
as in-plane direction [20]. In other words, if the thickness of the dot is relatively close to the dot
diameter, a magnetization out of the plane will occur and be perpendicular to the plane. This
discussion will be continued in section 5.4.2.
2.2.4 Anisotropies
The magnetization of a magnetic domain is normally along one of its preferential directions in
which the magnetic moment alignments are the easiest [19]. The spontaneously preferred
magnetization direction is called easy axis. A small magnetic field is sufficient to reach the
saturation magnetization in the magnetic domain when it is applied along the easy axis. Opposite
to easy axis, there is a hard axis existing in ferromagnetic crystals. A large magnetic field needs
to be applied along the hard axis to reach the same saturation magnetization.
If a magnetic field H along an easy axis is applied to a ferromagnetic crystal, the domain walls
will migrate to allow those domains with magnetizations along H to grow at the expense of those
domains with magnetizations opposing H [19]. In terms of M-H curve, the magnetization
increases and becomes saturated rapidly. If a magnetic field is applied along its hard axis, the
magnetizations along the easy axes will grow by consuming those domains with different
12

M

0

𝐇𝐜

H

𝐇𝐬

(a)
M

𝐇𝐜

0

𝐇𝐬

H

(b)
Figure 2.7: (a) M-H curve for easy axis (b) M-H curve for hard axis
magnetization directions (similar to the process along the easy axis), and eventually the
magnetizations have to be rotated away toward the hard axis when a stronger magnetic field is
required. In terms of M-H curve, the magnetization grows slowly and reaches saturation at a
higher magnetic field than that along easy axis. A M-H curve comparison between easy and hard
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axis is illustrated in Figure 2.7 (a) and (b). ‘Hc’ and ‘Hs’ stand for coercive field and saturation
field, respectively.

Strong

None
Figure 2.8: Shape anisotropy tendency

It is apparent that for the same ferromagnetic crystal, the coercive field of which the magnetic
field is applied along east axis is larger than that of hard axis; the saturation field of the applied
magnetic field along easy axis is smaller than that of easy axis.
Magnetic anisotropy is the magnetic property that depends on directions. There are several kinds
of magnetic anisotropies. For instance, a ferromagnetic crystal exhibiting different magnetic
properties along different crystal directions (e.g. easy and hard axis) is due to the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Exchange anisotropy arises when an antiferromagnetic material
and a ferromagnetic material interact [21]. Shape anisotropy is a focus of this research. When a
ferromagnetic particle is magnetized by an external magnetic field, the magnetization M in the
magnetized body will generate another magnetic field that is in opposition to the external field
that produced it, which is called demagnetizing field, or stray field. Imagine a magnetized
elliptical nanodot, the demagnetizing field will be less if the magnetization M is along its major
axis than if it is along the minor axis. Namely the magnetostatic energy stored in the
demagnetizing field generated by the magnetization M along major axis will be less too. Thus it
needs more work to rotate M from the major to minor axis. The shape effect on the
magnetization preference along the major or long axis is called shape anisotropy. A spherical dot
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has no shape anisotropy. A uniaxial magnetic anisotropy implies the particle only has one easy
axis. A shape anisotropy tendency is demonstrated in Figure 2.8.
2.3 Ferromagnetic material in device applications
2.3.1 Data storage
One of the most common usages of ferromagnetic material is magnetic data storage, or magnetic
recording. For computing devices, the term magnetic storage is preferred; for audio and video
applications, magnetic recording is used more often. Even though the technical terms are
different, the basic principles are quite similar.
The first functioning magnetic recording device was demonstrated and patented by the Danish
inventor Valdemar Poulsen in 1898 [23]. There are three sections in a magnetic recording system
in principal, record (write), storage and read (play). The input current signal flows through a
magnetic structure driven by the current to generate a magnetic field that can be stored as diverse
magnetization patterns on a closely spaced magnetic medium. This means the input current
signal representing the data is converted to magnetic signal and has been stored or written as the
magnetization in the magnetic medium. As the medium moves forward, the data can be
recovered by the reading process, which is based on Faraday’s law of induction. The read (play)
head senses the magnetization in the magnetic medium and the changes in the magnetic flux
creates a voltage that is proportional to the number of turns of coils on the read head, which will
be amplified and appropriately conditioned for playback [19, 24]. The read head converts the
magnetic signal to voltage signal. A simplified diagram is shown in Figure 2.9.
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magnetic signal
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(play)

Output
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Figure 2.9: Simplified magnetic storage/recording flow
The magnetization pattern is corresponding to the input current signals, ones and zeros. The two
forms of information specify changes or no changes of the signal. The direction of the
magnetization could represent the same binary information by one direction is assigned as one
and the opposite direction is zero. A magnetization pattern generated by a series of current
signals is listed below in Figure 2.10. Magnetization arrow points to the right stands for current
signal one, left stands for zero.

Figure 2.10: Current signal and corresponding magnetization pattern
2.3.2 Giant magnetoresistance
Peter Grunberg and Albert Fert has discovered giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in 1988 [25] and
received Nobel Prize in Physics in 2007 for this discovery. GMR has been used in many
applications nowadays, such as spin valves, magnetic field sensors to read magnetic field data,
magnetoresistive random-access memory (MRAM) developing towards a universal memory [26]
etc. Giant magnetoresistance refers to the large change of the resistance of the coupled two
ferromagnetic layers through one nonmagnetic layer when it is placed in a magnetic field. A key
of this special multilayer structure is the thickness of the nonmagnetic layer, which is also called
spacer, because the other two ferromagnetic layers are coupled indirectly through it [19]. Before
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the external magnetic field is applied, the magnetizations in the two ferromagnetic layers are
antiparallel, i.e. in opposite directions or antiferromagnetically coupled (AF). When the magnetic
field is applied to one of the two layers, it rotates its magnetization to become parallel with the
other layer’s magnetization, which is going to be ferromagnetically coupled (FM). The AF
coupling structure exhibits higher electrical resistance than the FM coupling. Electron spin
dependent scattering is the cause of GMR. A carrier of one electron spin encounters a scattering
site of the opposite spin. Electrons from one ferromagnetic layer penetrate in the other
ferromagnetic layer through the thin spacer. When they are AF coupled, it provides a stronger
scattering than if they are FM coupled, which results in a higher resistance at AF coupling than
FM coupling. A simplified view of GMR in two kinds of coupling is given in Figure 2.11. Arrow
represents the magnetization direction.

Figure 2.11: Antiferromagnetically coupled (left) and ferromagnetically coupled (right)
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Chapter Three: Literature Review

An electron has charge and spin. The conventional semiconductor electronics consider the
charge of the electrons. Incorporating the spin of the electrons may open up a new world called
spintronics or magnetoelectronics. Two main approaches for constructing spin-dependent
electronics are adding the spin degree of freedom to conventional charge-based electronic
devices or using the spin alone [27]. The potential advantages of spin-based electronic devices
are nonvolatile, fast data processing speed, low electric power consumption and high integration
densities [27]. Logic operation is very important for information processing. Several schemes for
utilizing the spin of electrons, i.e. magnetic moment, to perform logical operations are presented
hereafter.
3.1 Various schemes for logic gate operations
3.1.1 Domain wall logic
A group of European scientists [27] have demonstrated the scheme shown in Figure 3.1 of
implementing a NOT gate by using the domain wall motion. It is a Permalloy structure that looks
like an upside-down Y. It is known that the magnetic moments in a ferromagnetic wire tend to
align with its long axis due to magnetic shape anisotropy. Thus the magnetization in this junction
turns parallel to the track simultaneously. Seemingly the magnetization splits from the stem into
two opposite directions, which is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The group proposed that the width of
the track is 200 nm and the span of the arms is more than 1 µm. The detailed dimensions are in
reference [27].
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Figure 3.1: Initialization of NOT gate
When a counterclockwise magnetic rotating field is applied, the magnetization in one track flips
its direction. But the magnetic moments gradually rotate to achieve 180° rotation and it occurs
over a distance that is called a domain wall [19, 27]. With an external magnetic field that is
parallel to the track, the domain wall can propagate along straight [28]. Magnetization that has
the same direction as the domain wall motion is assigned logic ‘1’; magnetization in opposition
to domain wall motion represents logic ‘0’. Figure 3.2 displays the situation in accordance with
the applied magnetic field H.

H

H

H

Figure 3.2: Logic ‘1’ (left), magnetization between logic ‘1’ and ‘0’ (middle), logic ‘0’
(right)
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The reversal process of the magnetization in the junction is continuous. It performs the NOT gate
function where the output logical state is inverted and delayed by half-field cycle compared to
the input. As a continuation of this work, 11 NOT gates have been fabricated in a ring structure
where 6 NOT gates on one side and 5 others on the other side. The output of one sequential NOT
gates has been fed back to the input of the other sequential NOT gats through the ring structure.
With a clockwise magnetic rotating field, all gates have worked correctly and it functioned as a
data shift register [27].
The possibility of nanomagnetic logic junctions extends further by the same group. A
symmetrical L-shaped nanostructure is able to perform AND and OR gate functions. A 90°
domain wall is formed at the connected junction of the two arms of L. The magnetization in the
vertical arm could control and shift the hysteresis loop of the magnetization in the horizontal arm.
The coercive field of a single arm is 240±20 Oe when magnetic field Hx and Hy are applied.
Two possible configurations of positive vertical magnetization with a 90° domain wall under
applied magnetic field are given in Figure 3.3. The length of both arms is 8 µm. The detailed
dimensions can be found in reference [29].
+Hy
+Hx

Figure 3.3: Positive vertical magnetization with a 90° domain wall and positive horizontal
magnetization (left) or negative horizontal magnetization (right)
In the reference of the magnetic field direction, magnetization along +X and +Y is positive;
magnetization along -X and -Y is negative. Positive magnetization and field along +X and +Y
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direction stand for logic ‘1’ while negative magnetization and field along -X and -Y stand for
logic ‘0’. The input is Hx and Hy field and the output is horizontal magnetization. The applied
magnetic field to the L structure is a pulse Hy of 250 Oe and Hx = ±235 Oe with a -65 Oe DC
bias.
The group revealed in reference [29] that, due to the rapid propagation of the domain wall, the
switching field of the horizontal magnetization shifted to -240±20 Oe and +140±20 Oe after the
pulse Hy is applied, which caused the positive magnetization in the vertical arm as illustrated.
The maximum negative field along X-axis is always stronger than the negative coercive field;
hence the horizontal magnetization will be turned into -X direction regardless of the vertical
magnetization. In other words, when the input Hy represents logic ‘1’ and the other input Hx
represents logic ‘0’, the output will be ‘0’. The maximum positive field along X-axis will only be
larger than the positive coercive field if the vertical magnetization is positive. That means when
the horizontal magnetization switches to be positive, i.e. the input Hx is ‘1’, the other input Hy is
also ‘1’, then the output will be ‘1’. This actually performs the AND logic function. If the DC
bias were changed to +65 Oe, the L structure would behave as a logical OR gate.
A later revised AND gate presented by this European research group is shaped similarly to the
NOT gate in Figure 3.1 but with different dimensions. Even though the number of injected
domain walls to the input of the AND gate will affect its switching field, it follows the same
AND gate principle [30]. They also implemented other functional nanomagnetic devices based
on domain wall motion for complex logic functions, such as fan-out and cross-over structures
[30].
The applied magnetic field frequency for aforementioned domain wall logic devices is 27 Hz.
All these gates function at room temperature.
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3.1.2 Magnetic logic
Another class of logic gates started from Osaka University in Japan. It is obtained by utilizing
the magnetostatic interactions between ferromagnetic nanodots. The nanodots are expected to
perform switching operation at the single domain state. Permalloy elliptical cylindrical nanodots
were chosen as their simulation subject since the magnetization reversal process of those dots
tends to be vortex free and sharp if it has a large in-plane aspect ratio, which equals to the major
axis over the minor axis of the ellipse [31]. The optimized aspect ratio and thickness ensures the
elliptical dots to remain at single domain state and creates a high uniaxial shape anisotropy,
which leads to only two preferential magnetization directions produced in the dots under a
uniform rotating magnetic field H. They point at opposite directions and binary logical states can
be assigned to them. Reference [32] defines magnetization pointing to +X and -X as logic ‘1’
and ‘0’, respectively. An illustration is shown below in Figure 3.4.
H

Figure 3.4: Logic ‘1’ (left), uniform rotating magnetic field (middle), logic ‘0’ (right)
The scheme is to have three input dots that are magnetized individually by 500 Oe magnetic field
and one output dot from random initial state. The layout is presented in Figure 3.5. Detailed
geometry and dimensions are given in reference [32], which grants a high integration density.
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Input B

Input A

Output Z

Input C
Figure 3.5: Layout of the magnetic logic gate scheme
The layout can be broken down into two arrangements: two dots collinear along their major axes
and two dots in parallel, which are shown in Figure 3.6 (a) and (b).
Input A

Output Z
(a)

Input B

Output Z
or

Output Z

Input C
(b)

Figure 3.6: Two arrangements of elliptical nanodots (a) Collinear arrangement (b) Parallel
arrangement
Magnetostatic interaction induces the output dot possessing the same magnetization direction
with the input dot, which means the output logical state follows the input dot. It is also called
ferromagnetic coupling [33]. Yet magnetostatic interaction between dots in parallel causes the
output magnetization opposing the magnetization direction in the input dot, which is called
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antiferromagnetic coupling [33]. If the configuration of the dots forms the same strength of
antiferromagnetic coupling from input B and C, their influence on the output dot will be
cancelled out. The truth table obtained from this scheme is listed in Table 3.1. It can be seen
clearly that when input A is 0, it behaves as a NOR gate; when A is 1, it performs NAND gate
function. Thus the input A can be considered as a controlling (enable) input that determines the
logical operation. The average time to accomplish one combination of the input dots was
observed to be 1.8 ns. The same research group has fabricated these elliptical nanodots and
experimentally verified this gate operation afterwards [34].
Table 3.1: Truth table of NOR and NAND gate of elliptical magnetic logic gate
Input	
   Output	
  
A	
   B	
   C	
  
Z	
  
0	
   0	
   0	
  
1	
  
0	
   0	
   1	
  
0	
  
0	
   1	
   0	
  
0	
  
0	
   1	
   1	
  
0	
  
1	
   0	
   0	
  
1	
  
1	
   0	
   1	
  
1	
  
1	
   1	
   0	
  
1	
  
1	
   1	
   1	
  
0	
  
Following the same principle, another research group leading by University of Notre Dame
conducted NOR and NAND gate function with a different nanomagnets setup reference [33].
They used driver nanomagnets to facilitate the formation of the magnetization in the elongated
single-domain input magnets. The inherent operating speed of this configuration is 100 MHz and
dissipated power is below 1 eV per switching event.
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Although these two research groups accomplished the same magnetic logic gates, NOR and
NAND gate, they are majority logic gates. A network of majority gate can achieve any desired
logic function.
3.1.3 Other logic gate schemes
Logic gate that depends on magnetoresistive element (MR) is undergoing some developments in
scientific and engineering community as well [35, 36]. A MR is the multilayer structure of the
GMR, which is discussed in section 2.3.2, two magnetic layers with a nonmagnetic spacer in
between. Depending on the alignment of magnetizations in the two magnetic layers, the structure
exhibits low resistance when they are parallel, and high resistance for antiparallel. Low and high
resistance can stand for logic ‘1’ and ‘0’ as output. The two magnetic layers must have different
coercive fields. In order to control and reverse the magnetization in the sandwich structure,
independent input current lines lay on top of the MR. Adjusting input current directions, i.e.
positive or negative, which can be identified as input logic ‘1’ and ‘0’, will rotate the
magnetization and affect the output resistance. Different preconditions can provide different
logic functionalities, such as AND, OR, NAND and NOR gate [35]. Passing the current
perpendicular to the MR element [36] or applying a magnetic field to it [37] is also able to
control the magnetization in one of the two magnetic layers. A circuit that is built entirely on
MR-based logic devices has been verified functionally without further means of conversions
[36].
3.2 Motivations of this thesis
The potential of domain wall logic is very appealing due to its intrinsic nonvolatility, radiation
hardness and low power consumption compared to the conventional logic devices [38].
However, the operation speed of domain wall logic is really low, which means the computing
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speed of domain wall motion-based devices will be low as well. Another disadvantage is the
scaling limit of domain wall structure, which comes from the increased applied magnetic field
that accompanies the reduced size, even though it can be miniaturized to a few nanometers if the
domain wall logic architecture can be modified to use spin transfer [38]. But in terms of
fabrication, continuous structure is easier to make than isolated dots [29].
Conversely, magnetic logic structure has the same advantages meanwhile the operation speed is
on the order of sub-gigahertz. The integration density of magnetic logic gate is on the order of
billion [32] and can be increased even more [33]. Even though the number of nanodots that can
switch at the same time is limited, it ensures a small acceptable error level for a large-scale
device [33].
On the other hand, transmission of information through magnetic logic gates has not succeeded
due to the weak antiferromagnetic coupling between the elliptical Permalloy nanodots [39]. The
objective of this thesis is to make information transmission possible from one magnetic logic
gate to another. In the interest of gaining stronger magnetostatic coupling strength, increased
stray field is critical. Sharp cone geometry has come to attention because it can generate more
concentrated stray field than ellipse. Diamond geometry has been taken into consideration, but
hexagonal nanodots has more volume than diamond-shaped nanodots, which results in stronger
magnetization and stray field. Hexagonal nanodots also have stronger shape anisotropy than
elliptical nanodots. This would help hexagonal nanodots favour single domain state as well,
which is an advantage for magnetic logic gate implementation. It is still a challenge to fabricate
discrete dots than continuous structure by reason of edge distortion, but edge distortion for
straight lines, e.g. hexagon, are less than that for smooth contour, e.g. ellipse.
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Chapter Four: Methodology

4.1 Sample selection
4.1.1 Material
Permalloy is a potential ferromagnetic material for magnetoelectronic devices [40-42]. It is a
magnetic alloy that consists of 80% Ni and 20% Fe. The reason it is called Permalloy is because
its exceptionally high magnetic permeability [17], which means it will respond to external
magnetic field strongly and be magnetized at a relatively small magnetic field strength. Beside
the remarkable ferromagnetic behaviour of Permalloy, it is also featured in low coercivity. On
the assumption of the same remanence value possessed by two different specimens, the specimen
with a lower coercivity will result in lower hysteresis loss energy. High permeability and low
coercivity make Permalloy an ideal magnetic material to implement magnetic switching devices
and magnetic logic gate.
4.1.2 Shape
Researchers have studied several shapes to explore their magnetic properties, including circle,
ellipse, square, rectangle, triangle etc. [32, 43-46]. By far elliptical ferromagnetic nanodots are
found to be the most suitable shape for performing logic operation in magnetic logic gate scheme
[32]. However, a major limitation is the weak magnetostatic coupling in antiferromagnetic
direction of the ellipse due to its high remanence values [39]. What is also noted is the
transmission of binary information through elliptical nanodots did not work so well. Hexagon
inherits as much ellipse as possible meanwhile adding more shape anisotropy than ellipse (as
illustrated in Figure 4.1). In addition, the straight lines of hexagon have more advantage than the
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smooth contour of ellipse in terms of fabrication process for making smaller sizes such as below
100 nm.

Figure 4.1: Hexagon obtains stronger shape anisotropy than ellipse
Although hexagon is spikier than ellipse in terms of shape, size and thickness of the sample can
also affect the preferential direction of the magnetization vector [47], which can result in
different state formations. That is why three main variables regarding the hexagonal dots are
chosen, side length (a), thickness (t) and interior angle (θ) as shown in Figure 4.2.
Side length (a)

Thickness (t)

Permalloy

Interior angle (θ)

Figure 4.2: Hexagonal Permalloy nanodot sample
All sides are considered to have equal length. When interior angle θ is 60°, 80° or 100°, the
hexagon has only one major axis and this major axis will be the preferential magnetization
direction, which is also known as easy axis. When θ becomes 120°, it is a regular hexagon and
has three identical diagonals. The preferential magnetization originated from uniaxial shape
anisotropy will be along these three diagonals, which means a regular hexagon can have three
easy axes. The side length is increasing from 70 nm to 220 nm by sequence 30 nm and the
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thickness is varied from 5 nm to 50 nm by a factor of 5 nm. Interior angle along the major axis is
considered to take place from 60° to 120° at an interval of 20°.
4.2 Simulator and simulation environment
4.2.1 Landau-Liftshitz-Gilbert equation
Landau and Lifshitz proposed a dynamic model to analyze precessional motion of the
magnetization in 1935 [48], and successively modified by Gilbert in 1955 [49]. Landau-LiftshitzGilbert equation is a nonlinear differential equation of magnetic moment motion to study
magnetization dynamics. It involves quantum mechanics and anisotropy.

∂M
α
∂M
=-γM × H eff +
M×
∂t
Ms
∂t

(4.1)

Where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, M is the magnetization vector and H eff is the effective field.
Damping factor, α, is characteristic of the material. Typically the value range is between 0.001 –
0.1.
4.2.2 LLG simulator
LLG Micromagnetics Simulator is a well-accepted three-dimensional simulation tool in scientific
community. The development of the simulator is based on solving Landau-Liftshitz-Gilbert
equation through modeling and characterizing micromagnetic structures [50]. It has user-friendly
interfaces, which will be quoted in the following subsections, and a lot of powerful features, such
as hysteresis loops, time dependent H fields, mask editor etc.
4.2.3 Applied magnetic field
The external magnetic field has been applied to the hexagonal nanodots in two ways in this
research. First of all, to study the magnetization reversal process, an in-plane non-uniform linear
magnetic field is needed. In plane here refers to the plane that is parallel to where the top surface
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of the specimen is. X-Y-Z coordinates are chosen arbitrarily as long as they are perpendicular to
each other. X-axis is set along the largest width of hexagon. Consequently Y-axis is the smallest
width direction and Z-axis stands for the thickness. Hence the external magnetic field needs to be
applied in X-Y plane (Figure 4.3). The angle between the in-plane magnetic field direction and
X-axis retains zero degree but the value alters in each magnetic field section.
Positive Z-direction
Positive Y-direction

Positive X-direction
In-plane magnetic field
Figure 4.3: Magnetic field is in plane with a hexagonal nanodot. The positive/negative X, Y
and Z are illustrated with the reference of the dot.
Projection <x,y,z> in Figure 4.4 specifies the plane to which the external magnetic field is
applied. “1”/“0” implies there is a/no projection of the plane in this direction. For instance,
Projection <1,0,0> means the external magnetic field is applied in X-Y plane along X direction.
“Limit 1” and “Limit 2” are the terminal points of each magnetic field section. The unit of the
limit value is Oersted. Field section counts from “1” and minimum number of steps in each field
section is 2.
Non-Uniform is checked and Projection <1,0,0> is selected as a non-uniform in-plane magnetic
field. As a rule of thumb, the first field section starts from positive X direction. Then it goes to
negative X direction and comes back ending at positive X direction again. ±4000 Oe are the field
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starting and ending point value as to ensure a saturated magnetization point at both positive and
negative ends.

Figure 4.4: Interface of non-uniform magnetic field setup
Number of field steps depends on how big the interval is needed. Large interval, i.e. 1000 Oe, is
used when it is close to saturation magnetization. Medium interval, including 200 Oe, 100 Oe
and 50 Oe, has been set up near the remanence in the hysteresis loop. Small intervals are
employed around the magnetization reversal point since 50 Oe is too big to distinguish different
domain states. 25 Oe intervals are able to determine most of the domain states in this study.
Although the smaller the interval of the applied magnetic field is, the more simulation time is
needed. Even smaller intervals have been observed near and during magnetization reversal to
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identify the domain state precisely. The minimum interval in this study is as small as 5 Oe. An
example of a varied interval setup is shown in Figure 4.5.
Hysteresis field

Hysteresis step
Figure 4.5: An example of a varied interval setup
Positive Z-axis
Positive Y-axis

360° (or 720°, 1080°…)
Positive X-axis
Rotating magnetic field

Figure 4.6: Uniform rotating magnetic field
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Secondly, to study the switching behaviour of hexagonal nanodots for magnetic logic gate, a
uniform rotating magnetic field is applied in X-Y plane. The value of the magnetic field keeps as
a constant but the magnetic field rotates in integer multiples of 360° (Figure 4.6). A completion
of 360° is called one loop. The rotating magnetic field is set around the coercive field of each
sample.
The LLG simulator interface for setting uniform rotating magnetic field is very straightforward
and similar to that of non-uniform linear magnetic field setup. “CW” and “CCW” are
abbreviated of clockwise and counterclockwise (Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7: Interface of non-uniform magnetic field setup
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Hysteresis field

Hysteresis step
Figure 4.8: An example of one loop of rotating magnetic field. X-axis is the number of steps
set in the rotating magnetic field. Y-axis is the strength of the rotating magnetic field.
Uniform and Rotational are checked. Projection <1,0,0>, CCW and X-Y are selected. Therefore
the rotating magnetic field starts rotating from the positive X-axis, scan the X-Y plane
counterclockwise and ends at positive X-axis again. The number of steps decides the interval of
the rotating magnetic field, and the interval is according to the rotating angle. The minimum
rotating angle in this research is 7.5°. To test the reproducibility, more than one loop was
observed for each selected specimen. An example of one loop of rotating magnetic field is shown
in Figure 4.8.
4.2.4 Cell size
The dimensions of the hexagonal nanodots and the cell size of each dot is an important parameter
in LLG Micromagnetics Simulator (Figure 4.9). Cell refers to the computational cell that the
sample in micrmagnetics simulation has been decomposed to [51]. Since the Z-axis dimension is
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the thickness of the specimen, the key is to determine X-axis and Y-axis value of six vertices of
the hexagon, which is Point 1 - Point 6 in Figure 4.10. Referring to X-axis and Y-axis, the
calculation breaks down to six sections as labeled in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.9: The interface of dimensions and cell size
Y-axis
Point 6

Point 1
Point 2

1

6

5

2

3

4

Point 3

Point 4

Point 5
X-axis

Figure 4.10: Decomposition of the dimensions of hexagon
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𝜃
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Figure 4.11: Close-up of section1 from Figure 4.10
At a close-up of section1 (Figure 4.11), the unknown sides are labeled as x and y, which could be
solved by (4.2):
!
θ x
# cos =
#
2 a
"
# sin θ = y
#$
2 a

(4.2)

Coming back to the dimensions of hexagon, the smallest width and largest width are:
!
θ
# Largest width = X -axis dimension = 2x + a = 2a cos + a
#
2
"
θ
#
Smallest width = Y -axis dimension = 2 y = 2asin
#$
2

(4.3)

With x and y being solved, dimensions in X-axis and Y-axis can be calculated in (4.3) and Xaxis and Y-axis values of Point1-Point6 can be known as well. For instance, if the side length a =
70 nm, interior angle θ = 60°. Substitute s and θ in (4.2), the solution is:

⎪⎧ x = 35 3
⎨
⎪⎩ y = 35
Then substitute x and y in (4.3), the solution is:

⎧Largest width = X -axis dimension = 2 × 35 3 + 70 = 191.24
⎪
⎨
Smallest width = Y -axis dimension = 2 × 35 = 70
⎪
⎩
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In reality, dimensional values were rounded for editing the shape with the simulator. The
deviation of the largest and smallest width leads to the error percentage in angle up to 2.83%,
which is acceptable. The error percentage is calculated based on (4.4)

error%=

simulation value − theoretical value
×100%
theoretical value

(4.4)

10 nm ×10 nm × 10 nm, 5 nm × 5 nm × 5 nm and 2 nm × 2 nm × 2 nm cell sizes have been
tested in this study. With the same dimensions, 10 nm × 10 nm × 10 nm cell size has the
roughest edge, 5 nm × 5 nm × 5 nm cell size has the second roughest edge and 2 nm × 2 nm × 2
nm cell size is the least rough (Figure 4.12 (a), (b) and (c)). The edge roughness will cause a
Edge distortion

(a)

(b)
Edge distortion

(c)
Figure 4.12: (a) 10 nm × 10 nm × 10 nm cell size (b) 5 nm × 5 nm × 5 nm cell size (c) 2 nm ×
2 nm × 2 nm cell size
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reduction in effective shape anisotropy [52] and large errors in stray field near the sample
borders [51], which arises the favour of the smallest cell size. Yet the smallest cell size will take
the longest time to complete the simulation if the dimensions of the dots are the same. Even
though the smaller the cell size is, the closer the hexagonal nanodots are to ideal fabrication
situation. The edge distortion will still be there even in a sophisticated fabrication process. Thus
5 nm × 5 nm × 5 nm is considered as a practical fabrication case and was chosen as an
acceptable compromise of the cell size in this study. But the final results in this study are verified
by the 2 nm × 2 nm × 2 nm cell size.
4.2.5 Other parameters in the simulation environment

Figure 4.13: The interface of initialization
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The initialization tab is to set up a preconditioned magnetization state of the specimen (Figure
4.13). With the selection combination of each section on this menu, the simulation can start from
any given state. “Totally Random” on the interface indicates the simulation would start from an
undefined magnetization state that has no net magnetization.

Figure 4.14: Interface of computation setup
Figure 4.14 is the interface of the computation menu. Convergence refers to the limit when
finding the numerical approximations to the solution of Landau-Liftshitz-Gilbert equation before
exit the program. Iterations-max is the maximum number of iterations that the program performs
before it exits a calculation [50]. If convergence and iterations were both checked, the program
would exit at the condition of whichever comes first. The simulations are carried out with a
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damping factor of α = 0.02, and the temperature is at 300 K, which is about room temperature.
The computational coefficients in this study are adopted from the references [32, 34] and are
remained consistently. A summary table of the simulation environment in this study is as
following:
Table 4.1: Summary of simulation environment
Non-‐uniform	
  linear	
  
magnetic	
  field	
  
Positive	
  Uniform	
  X	
  
direction	
  

Uniform	
  rotational	
  
magnetic	
  field	
  

Time	
  

Time	
  

Predictor-‐Corrector	
  

Rotation	
  Matrices	
  

FFT	
  Method	
  

2D	
  Real	
  

2D	
  Real	
  

Convergence	
  

1×10!! 	
  

1×10!! 	
  

Alpha	
  

0.02	
  

0.02	
  

Exit	
  Criteria	
  

Max-‐M	
  

Max-‐M	
  

	
  
Initialization	
  
Relaxation	
  
Method	
  
Time	
  
Integration	
  
Computation	
  

Random	
  

4.2.6 Reliability of the simulator
Reference [43] studied the boundary between vortex and single domain of circular nanodots
depending on thickness and diameter. In order to validate the simulation platform in this study
against certain parameters and computational method, we simulated circular nanodots and have
found similar trend. Other researchers had inspected the validation of LLG micromagnetics
simulator as well [34]. A magnetic logic scheme that consists of four elliptical Permalloy
nanodots has been examined both in simulation [32] and experiment [34], and the results are in
agreement with each other.
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Chapter Five: Study of the magnetization reversal process

At the end of the previous chapter, the reliability of the simulator has been reviewed in brief.
Moreover, having the appropriate simulation environment is extremely important to conduct the
study next. This chapter mostly presents the magnetization data at different magnetic states and
during distinctive magnetization reversal process after the optimized simulation environment is
introduced at the beginning. A new boundary between the single domain and vortex state has
been discovered besides the established boundary. The effect of magnetic anisotropy and out-ofplane magnetization component observation are able to explain these boundaries.
5.1 Optimization of the simulation environment
For the purpose of validating and optimizing the simulation environment of LLG
Micromagnetics Simulator, the same circular nanodot that has been characterized in reference
[43] as single domain but with different cell size has been simulated. The diameter and thickness
is still 100 nm and 10 nm, respectively, while the cell size has been varied to 10 nm × 10 nm ×
10 nm,

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.1: Circular nanodot with cell size of (a) 10 nm × 10 nm × 10 nm
(b) 5 nm × 5 nm × 5 nm (c) 2 nm × 2 nm × 2 nm
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5 nm × 5 nm × 5 nm and 2 nm × 2 nm × 2 nm, which is shown in Figure 5.1 (a), (b) and (c)
correspondingly.
Figure 5.2 (a), (b) and (c) displays the hysteresis loop extracted from the simulation data of each
cell size. All other parameters during the simulations were unchanged.
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(b)
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(c)
Figure 5.2: Hysteresis loop of circular nanodot with the cell size of
(a) 10 nm × 10 nm × 10 nm (b) 5 nm × 5 nm × 5 nm (c) 2 nm × 2 nm × 2 nm
Figure 5.2 (b) and (c) are in agreement with the hysteresis loop obtained from the experimental
data in reference [43], which is characteristic of a single domain. Therefore LLG
Micromagnetics simulation environment with used parameters is valid and reliable. However,
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Figure 5.2 (a) did not acquire the same result. The only difference among Figure 5.2 (a), (b) and
(c) is the cell size, and cell size creates edge distortion. The effect caused by the edge distortion
is significant to influence the correctness of the result [51, 53]. Cell size of 10 nm×10 nm×10 nm
needs to be eliminated consequently. Another factor taken into consideration is the elapsed time
of the simulation. It depends on the dimensions of the sample yet they do not have a linear
relationship. Although the size of the dot was doubled, the elapsed time to finish the simulation
would not just be doubled, and could be even longer. Some simulations may take more than a
week or even a month, which will be dependent on the sample dimensions and cell size. In this
case, the 10 nm thick circular nanodot with diameter of 100 nm took the following elapsed time
depending on the cell size: 7 minutes 48 seconds for 10 nm × 10 nm × 10 nm, 1 hour 5 minutes
42 seconds for 5 nm × 5 nm × 5 nm and 6 hours 31 minutes 9 seconds for 2 nm × 2 nm × 2 nm.
Cell size of 2 nm × 2 nm × 2 nm consumes the longest time and it is approximately 5.95 times as
much as that of 5 nm × 5 nm × 5 nm. Thus the most suitable cell size for LLG Micromagnetics
Simulator in this research is 5 nm × 5 nm × 5 nm.
The magnetic field setup of LLG Micromagnetics Simulator is a discrete input, which means it
can only write and read certain magnetizing field strength at the interpolation point. The interval
of magnetic field is the difference between two adjacent interpolation points and it is a very
critical parameter. As discussed in section 4.2.3, small interval will result in more interpolation
points in the same magnetic field section compared to big interval. The more interpolation points
there are, the more time consuming the simulation will be. However, it is close to ideal
fabrication situation where the applied magnetic field is continuous and has infinite interpolation
points. In general, magnetization does not go through too many changes while the hysteresis loop
is not near the coercive field, it is efficient to use a large interval when the magnetization does
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not change quickly but on a small interval around the magnetization reversal process [50]. In
consequence, a large interval, such as 1000 Oe, is used during the saturation magnetization.
Medium intervals, including 200 Oe, 100 Oe and 50 Oe, can be employed to see a rough change
near the remanence in the hysteresis loop.
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(b)
Figure 5.3: Same sample near magnetization reversal process with interval of (a) 50 Oe (b)
25 Oe
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The importance of lowering the interval is to reveal detailed information on the magnetization
curve. If the interval is too big, it may overlook some points at magnetization reversal process.
For instance, in Figure 5.3 (a) and (b), hexagonal Permalloy nanodots with side length a = 130
nm, interior angle θ = 80° and thickness t = 35 nm have been simulated. All the parameters
except the magnetic field interval near the magnetization reversal process remained the same.
Hysteresis loop of 50 Oe interval has a straight line without any middle points at magnetization
reversal as demonstrated in Figure 5.3 (a), whereas 25 Oe interval reveals a few additional data
points during the reversal process in Figure 5.3 (b), which means the magnetization does not
reorient 180° with respect to its originated direction at once. This information is very critical for
analyzing the reversal process, which would be lost with the larger intervals. Observations from
Figure 5.3 (a) and (b) would lead to different conclusions. Sometimes the interval is reduced to
less than 25 Oe in order to not miss any data points during magnetization reversal. The minimum
interval used in this research is as small as 5 Oe.
5.2 Magnetization reversal process
5.2.1 Single domain magnetization reversal
Single domain magnetization reversal refers to reversal process when the domain remains as a
single domain during the reversal. A typical hysteresis loop of single domain state is shown in
Figure 5.4. It is the simulation result of the hexagonal dot with side length a = 70 nm, interior
angle θ = 60° and thickness t = 10 nm. Y-axis is normalized magnetization component along Xaxis and the expression is Mx/Ms. As discussed in section 4.2.3, X-axis is set along the largest
width of hexagon, which is the major axis geometrically and easy axis in terms of magnetization.
Ms, the reference, is the saturation magnetization along positive X-axis, which can be named as
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positive saturation. Hysteresis loop is symmetrical and can be divided into two half circles. Some
important points in the first half circle of the hysteresis loop are labeled as point ① – ⑥.
①

③

②

⑤

④

⑥

⑦

Figure 5.4: A typical hysteresis loop of a single domain

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Obtained simulation results corresponding to the data point of the hysteresis
loop in Figure 5.4. (a) Point ① – positive saturation (b) Point ⑦ – negative saturation
The hysteresis loop of the single domain in Figure 5.4 starts from point ① under an applied
magnetic field of 4000 Oe, goes through point ① – ⑥, reaches -4000 Oe, comes back from the
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other half of the loop and ends at point ① again. The sample is found to remain at single domain
state throughout the process.
The normalized magnetization value of point ① is 1 and it means the sample is magnetized to
positive saturation at that moment, which indicates the 4000 Oe is sufficiently strong enough to
align all magnetic moments in the sample along with the direction of external magnetic field. It
is positive X-axis in this case. Obtained simulation result is shown in Figure 5.5 (a). The arrows
of the simulation result indicate the magnetization vector.
The field decreases gradually after positive saturation until it is finally removed, which is from
4000 Oe to 0 Oe. It leaves the sample a residual magnetization at point ②. Generally the
magnetization may or may not continue to be saturated as the field decreases. But in this case, it
remains saturated until point ②.
Another residual magnetization point with zero applied magnetic field is on the other half of the
hysteresis loop at point ⑦, which is symmetrical to point ②. The normalized magnetization
value of point ⑦ is -1. It means that it is at saturation magnetization but the magnetization
direction in the sample is pointing to the negative X-axis. It can be also referred to negative
saturation, which is shown in Figure 5.5 (b).
Residual magnetization appears in a pair and have equivalent magnetization magnitude but with
a 180° difference, such as up and down, left and right. This can be utilized as binary information
representing logic ‘0’ and ‘1’, which is able to provide memory in magnetic storage devices [54,
55]. A huge advantage for this magnetic memory application is the non-volatility. Even if the
power is turned off for the current in the coil, the stored information using residual magnetization
will still retain, which is similar to non-volatile magnetoresistive memory [56].
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The applied magnetic field starts to increase from zero in the reverse direction (i.e. negative Xaxis) after point ②. But the magnetization direction in the sample is still pointing at positive Xaxis until point ③. As field increases one more interval reaching point ④, all magnetization
vectors in the sample had a sharp 180° transition and point toward negative X-axis. There are no
middle magnetization data points between point ③ and ④ , the start and end point of
magnetization reversal process.
Point ⑤ is an unstable crosspoint of the magnetization reversal to the X-axis. Because the
magnetic field input is discrete, there is no actual magnetization point between point ③ and ④.
It characterizes, with magnetic field increasing along negative X-axis, the magnetization in the
sample is totally lost at point ⑤.
The magnetic field keeps increasing until the reversal saturation magnetization is obtained at
point ⑥. In this case, the magnetization vector retains full at all times. That is why domain
figures of point ④ ⑥ and ⑦ are identical as shown in Figure 5.5 (b). The other half circle of
hysteresis loop repeats the same procedure.
5.2.2 Vortex magnetization reversal
Vortex magnetization reversal refers to reversal process of the vortex state. A typical hysteresis
loop of vortex state is shown in Figure 5.6. It is the simulation result of the hexagonal dot with
side length a = 70 nm, interior angle θ = 100° and thickness t = 30 nm. Y-axis represents
normalized magnetization component along X-axis and the expression is Mx/Ms. As discussed
in section 4.2.3, X-axis is set along the largest width of hexagon, which is the major axis
geometrically and easy axis in terms of magnetization. Ms, the reference, is the saturation
magnetization along positive X-axis, which can be named as positive saturation. Hysteresis loop
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is symmetrical and can be divided into two half circles. Some important points in the first half
circle of the hysteresis loop are labeled as point ① – ⑧.
The hysteresis loop of the vortex in Figure 5.6 starts from point ① under an applied magnetic
field of 4000 Oe, goes through point ① – ⑧, reaches -4000 Oe, comes back from the other half
of the loop and ends at point ① again. The sample is found to be at single domain state from
point ① – ③ and point ⑧ – ⑩, and at vortex state during magnetization reversal, i.e. between
point ④ – ⑤ and corresponding symmetrical section on the other half circle of the hysteresis
loop.
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Figure 5.6: A typical hysteresis loop of a vortex
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.7: Obtained simulation results corresponding to the data point of the hysteresis
loop in Figure 5.6. (a) Point ① – ③ – positive saturation (b) Point ④ – formation of
vortex (c) Point ⑤ – core of vortex moving towards the edge (d) Point ⑥ – ⑧ –
negative saturation
Point ① and ⑧ are the positive and negative saturation magnetization point along X-axis
respectively. Point ② and ⑨ stand for the residual magnetization left in the sample when
external magnetic field is totally removed but with a 180° reorientation. The sample retains full
magnetic moment while the applied field is reducing from positive saturation to zero and starting
to increase at a reverse direction from zero until point ③. Point ③ is under a critical field
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slightly below zero where magnetization reversal process begins. Point ⑦ is the crosspoint that
acts as the same role as point ⑤ in Figure 5.4 where all magnetization in the sample is lost. The
sample remains at positive saturation from point ① – ③ and is specified in Figure 5.7 (a).
Point ④ to ⑤ consists of gradually distorted magnetization components during magnetization
reversal process, which terminates at point ⑥ in the end. Due to the sudden loss of
magnetization, a formation of a flux-closure configuration appears near the center of the sample,
which is also known as vortex. The magnetization vector at all points turns into parallelization
with the nearest edge of the sample. As the field keeps increasing in the reverse direction, the
core of the vortex is being pushed away from the center towards the edge of the sample. Figure
5.7 (b) and (c) are illustrations of point ④ and ⑤.
Ultimately the increasing field is sufficient to reverse all magnetization vectors along X-axis.
The flux-closure configuration disappears and vortex is expelled from the sample at point ⑥.
The sample reaches negative saturation magnetization and retains it until point ⑧, which is
presented in Figure 5.9 (d). The other half circle of hysteresis loop repeats the same procedure.
5.2.3 Intermediate state
Intermediate state is a magnetic state between single domain and vortex state. It does not exist
alone but usually occurs before entering single domain magnetization reversal or vortex
magnetization reversal. A typical hysteresis loop of intermediate state before entering single
domain magnetization reversal is shown in Figure 5.8. It is the simulation result of the hexagonal
dot with side length a = 70 nm, interior angle θ = 80° and thickness t = 30 nm. Y-axis stands for
normalized magnetization component along X-axis and the expression is Mx/Ms. As discussed
in section 4.2.3, X-axis is set along the largest width of hexagon, which is the major axis
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geometrically and easy axis in terms of magnetization. Ms, the reference, is the saturation
magnetization along positive X-axis, which can be named as positive saturation. Hysteresis loop
is symmetrical and can be divided into two half circles.
①
②

Figure 5.8: Hysteresis loop of intermediate state before entering single domain
magnetization reversal

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: Obtained simulation results corresponding to the data point of the hysteresis
loop in Figure 5.8. (a) Point ① – formation of intermediate state (b) Point ② – wavy
structure of magnetization vectors at intermediate state
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Figure 5.8 has a high resemblance to the hysteresis loop of the single domain state except the
curved segment of point ① – ②, and corresponding symmetrical segment on the other half
circle of hysteresis loop.
The sample retains full magnetic moment and magnetization vector aligns with each other
pointing at the positive X-axis until point ①. Then the increased field at reverse direction
disturbs the alignment of magnetization vector in the sample. The normalized value of
magnetization X-axis component in the segment of point ① – ② decreases gradually from 1 to
a little below 1. The magnetization vector near the lateral edges in the top half of the sample
starts to become parallel to it, which is exhibited in Figure 5.9 (a).
As the field increases, the parallelization of magnetization vectors starts to expand from top
lateral edges to bottom side. Two seemingly curved columns arise from the sample. Meanwhile
the rest magnetization vectors maintain alignment with X-axis. The magnetization vectors
eventually turn into a wavy structure at point ②, which is given in Figure 5.9 (b). After point ②,
the applied field is strong sufficiently to turn all magnetization vectors to the reverse direction to
complete magnetization reversal and reaches negative magnetization saturation.
Another typical intermediate state is before entering vortex magnetization reversal or starting to
become wavy from the bottom lateral edges to the top side. An example is hexagonal nanodots
with side length a = 100 nm, interior angle θ = 100° and thickness t = 20 nm. The hysteresis loop
is shown in Figure 5.10. Magnetization obtained by the simulation is shown in Figure 5.10 (a)
and (b).
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Figure 5.10: Hysteresis loop of intermediate state before entering vortex magnetization
reversal
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Figure 5.11: Obtained simulation results corresponding to the data point of the hysteresis
loop in Figure 5.10. (a) Another typical formation of intermediate state (b) Another typical
wavy structure of magnetization vectors at intermediate state
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5.3 Analysis of magnetization reversal data
5.3.1 Mapping of magnetization reversal process
As mentioned in section 3.1.2, the range of the sample thickness is from 5 nm to 50 nm with an
interval of 5 nm. However, in the first place, the study was carried out at only three thicknesses –
10 nm, 20 nm and 30 nm. To identify the magnetic state of each sample abiding by the
characteristics of single domain and vortex, a mapping of all samples at magnetization reversal is
shown in Figure 5.12 (a) – (d). “SD” and “V” stand for single domain and vortex state,
respectively.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
Figure 5.12: Simulation mapping results of magnetic state of hexagonal Permalloy
nanodots with varied interior angle θ at magnetization reversal (a) θ = 60° (b) θ = 80°
(c) θ = 100° (d) θ = 120°
As seen in Figure 5.12, thickness and side length constitute the X-axis and Y-axis of the
coordinate plane, which leaves only the interior angle as the variable. All samples, irrespective of
the changing of the side length and thickness, with θ = 60° and θ = 80° are classified as single
domain state in Figure 5.12 (a) and (b). Vortex state appears once θ becomes 100° in Figure 5.12
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(c). The magnetic state of all samples possessing a thickness of 10nm is still single domain state.
But the samples that have the smallest and second smallest side length are verified as vortex
when the thickness of the sample is fixed at 20 nm. When the thickness of the sample shifts to 30
nm, all the samples turn into vortex state. Interestingly, more dots are examined to be vortex at θ
= 120° than θ = 100°. In Figure 5.12 (d), the vortex state starts to emerge at t = 10 nm from the
sample that has the largest side length. At t = 20 nm and t = 30 nm, the result is full of vortex
state. There is a boundary between the single domain and vortex state in Figure 5.12 (c) and (d)

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
Figure 5.13: Magnetic state of hexagonal Permalloy nanodots with different interior angle
θ after thickness interpolation of 5 nm (a) θ = 60° (b) θ = 80° (c) θ = 100° (d) θ = 120°
apparently, but the gap of 10nm thickness interval is too big to locate a sharp boundary. Because
the cell size kept in this study is 5 nm × 5 nm × 5 nm, 5 nm is the length unit in Z-axis so
thickness is required to be integer multiples of 5. A 5 nm thickness needs to be interpolated in
between the columns in Figure 5.12 (c) and (d) so as to seek the boundary concerning the single
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domain and vortex. Figure 5.12 (a) and (b) needs to obtain the same interpolation to keep the
consistency in this research and confirm the tested region is full of single domain.
Figure 5.13 (a) and (b) are full of single domain as expected. It reveals that the magnetic state of
Permalloy hexagonal nanodots is single domain within the range of thickness between 5 nm to
30 nm, side length between 70 nm to 220 nm and interior angle between 60° and 80°. In Figure
5.13 (c), t = 15 nm and t = 25 nm have completed the boundary line between the single domain
and vortex state. Vortex started showing up at t = 20 nm with the smallest and the second
smallest side length, and gradually to appear more and more as the thickness and side length
increase until t = 30 nm and a = 220 nm. In Figure 5.13 (d), vortex started at t = 10 nm with the
largest side length, and gradually becoming more and more as the thickness and side length
decrease until the limit of the variables range. The black line in Figure 5.13 (c) and (d) is the
trendline generated automatically from the data. Since there is still a 30 nm gap at side length
and a 5 nm gap at thickness, the black trendline cannot stand for the boundary precisely. There is
a possibility that the border between the single domain and vortex start arising a little bit off of
the black trendline. Hence a grey area with estimated 2 nm width has been added based on the
trendline to involve the actual boundary line. An interesting fact needs to be noted is that, close
to the boundary, intermediate state often occurs (e.g. Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.10). But magnetic
state is determined by the characteristics of magnetization reversal. So there are only single
domain and vortex state displaying in the mapping result.
The boundary line for the θ = 120° hexagonal nanodots in Figure 5.13 (d) has the similar
tendency with the one of the circular Permalloy nanodots [5]. For the lower angle θ = 100° it has
a different tendency as illustrated in Figure 5.13 I. This is a newly founded tendency of the
boundary line between the single domain and vortex, and is caused by the only difference
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between the two figures – a 20° reduction of interior angle. On the assumption of a 20° reduction
of interior angle being the reason for the newly founded tendency of the boundary line, the same
tendency should have be found at θ = 80° since there is also a 20° reduction of interior angle
from θ = 80°. However, no vortex has been founded within the range of the variables in Figure
5.13 (b). The range of thickness needs to be expanded in order to verify the assumption.

Figure 5.14: Simulation mapping extension of hexagonal Permalloy nanodots with interior
angle θ = 80°
In Figure 5.14, the thickness has been expanded up to 50 nm but the side length has been kept
the same. Surprisingly, the newly founded boundary line has not been found in the extension
area. An anomaly boundary between the single domain and vortex appears with a validated
interval of 5 Oe, which will be discussed later in this chapter.
5.3.2 Coercivity
Coercivity is an important property of ferromagnetic material as discussed in Chapter Two:
Nanomagnetics. As tested and verified in all of the samples in this research, when a
ferromagnetic material is magnetized to saturation in one direction, it will not return to zero
magnetization even if the applied magnetic field is decreased and removed. Some magnetization
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will be retained in the ferromagnetic material at a zero magnetic field and it is called remanence
or remanent magnetization (Mr). A reverse magnetic field must be applied to drive the
magnetization in the sample to zero. The required amount of reverse field is called coercivity or
coercive field (Hc). If a ferromagnetic nanodot is at single domain state, the coercivity of that
nanodot represents how much energy needs to be imposed to reverse the magnetization. If the
remanent magnetization can stand for logic ‘0’ and ‘1’ as binary information, the coercivity also
represents the energy level to switch between binary information. Switching is the basic function
to serve electronic devices nowadays and a low energy requirement of the switching is desirable.
If the coercivity of the Permalloy hexagonal nanodot at single domain state is too high, those
certain dots are not suitable to implement magnetic switch. Figure 5.15 (a) and (b) are coercivity
of hexagonal nanodots at single domain state with interior angle θ = 60° and θ = 80°. “SD”
stands for single domain.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 5.15: Obtained coercivity of hexagonal Permalloy nanodots by simulation at single
domain state with interior angle θ (a) θ = 60° (b) θ = 80°
Interestingly, the tendency of coercivity against side length of hexagonal nanodots at single
domain state is consistent in both figures only with minor exceptional data at a = 220 nm, θ =
80° and t = 10 nm in Figure 5.15 (b), even though the increment from thickness of 20 nm to 30
nm is anomalous. The 30 nm thickness is not very reliable because it is approaching vortex area
on the mapping figures. In spite of thickness, coercivity decreases as the side length of hexagonal
nanodot increases, i.e. the size of hexagonal nanodot increases. This observation is in agreement
with references [53, 57] and it is governed by the stray field that is dependent on the ratio of the
thickness to the lateral size. Even though a larger size of sample ends up with lower coercivity,
larger size samples tend to have intermediate state before entering magnetization reversal, which
is not suitable for function of a switch. Since intermediate magnetic state generally develops
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other normalized magnetization values than 1 and -1, it does not have a sharp magnetization
reversal as single domain state. As a trade off result, the medium coercivity value of the obtained
simulation results in Figure 5.15 will be the reference range for selecting suitable samples to
implement magnetic switch, which is at estimation from 400 Oe to 700 Oe.
5.3.3 Switching field
Switching field refers to the applied magnetic field when positive saturation magnetization
changes to negative saturation magnetization or vice versa. Switching field is the coercive field
for single domain state whereas switching field is larger than coercive field for vortex state. An
illustration is given in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.16: Hexagonal Permalloy nanodots at single domain state with side length
a = 70 nm, interior angle θ = 80° and thickness t = 10 nm
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Figure 5.17: Hexagonal Permalloy nanodots at vortex state with side length a = 100 nm,
interior angle θ = 100° and thickness t = 30 nm
By definition, coercive field should be the magnetic field value of the crosspoint of
magnetization reversal to X-axis in the figures. But there is no accurate value of that unstable
point in this study. Hence the first magnetization point after changing the direction of the
magnetization is being used as the value of coercive field. From Figure 5.16, coercive field
equals to switching field 650 Oe. From Figure 5.17, coercive field is 375 Oe while switching
field is 825 Oe, which is more than two times of the coercive field.
Firstly, no matter for single domain or vortex state, switching field indicates the desired energy
to flip the magnetization direction totally. The higher the switching field is, the more current is
required to magnetize, and the larger power supply is demanded. Second of all, hysteresis loss,
as mentioned in section 2.2.2, corresponds to the area of the hysteresis loop and represents the
work involved in reversing the magnetization by the applied magnetic field [19]. It is normally
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dissipated as heat. If the coercivity and remanence of a single domain is the same as those of a
vortex, the hysteresis loss of vortex must be larger because of the excessive area caused by
switching field. This does not work in the favor of magnetic switch application. Furthermore,
vortex magnetization reversal is not as sharp as single domain magnetization reversal; it has
some magnetization data points during magnetization reversal process. Consequently, vortex
cannot be utilized as a switch either because a switch should only have two logic statuses, which
means two preferential directions of magnetization vectors in the sample. Thus samples at single
domain state are selected to move to implement magnetic switch.
5.4 Effect of anisotropy
5.4.1 In-plane shape anisotropy
Shape anisotropy is the property where the magnetic property changes depending on the shape of
the nanoscale ferromagnetic materials. By changing the shape one can engineer the direction of
easy and hard axes. Spherical substance does not have shape anisotropy. For a circular nanodot,
it does not have in-plane shape anisotropy. To visualize hexagon’s in-plane shape anisotropy, a
circle is set to be the reference and illustrations are shown in Figure 5.18 (a) and (b) in 2D.

θ
θ

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.18: Enclosed circle to the same side length hexagon but different interior angle θ
(a) θ = 60° (b) θ = 120°
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Figure 5.18 is presenting a circle enclosed in a hexagon. Here the word “enclosed” means the
diameter of the circle is the same length as the smallest width of the hexagon. The hexagons in
Figure 5.18 (a) and (b) have the same side length. The circle is kept to scale to stay enclosed in
the hexagon. The grey area is the subtraction between hexagon and circle. As interior angle θ
changes from 60° to 120°, the grey area (i.e. the subtraction area between hexagon and circle)
becomes smaller, which demonstrates that hexagon is becoming closer to circle. Since circle
does not have in-plane shape anisotropy, the closer the hexagon is to circle, the weaker shape
anisotropy the hexagon contains.
As shown in section 5.3 Figure 5.12 (c) for θ = 100°, the boundary line between single domain
and vortex starts from low side length and thickness to high side length and thickness. The
tendency of it is different from the boundary line given in Figure 5.12 (d) for θ = 120°, which is
in agreement with the experimental data of the circular Permalloy nanodots in reference [43].
The boundary sets off from high side length and low thickness to low side length and high
thickness. This can be explained by the increase of shape anisotropy with the decrease of angle
as illustrated in Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.19: An indication of angle dependent shape anisotropy of hexagonal Permalloy
nanodots
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Y-axis is the area ratio of the enclosed circle to the area of hexagon, which is another way
corresponding to reference [33] to indicate shape anisotropy. For a circular nanodot this ratio
turns into one and it has no in-plane shape anisotropy. Although only the nanodots with 220 nm
side length are visible in Figure 5.19, all side lengths are included actually. They are overlapped
as it turns out the area ratio is only dependent on interior angle θ. Regardless of the varied side
lengths, there are only four interior angles in this study, so there are only four data points shown
in Figure 5.19. As θ alters from 60° to 120°, the area ratio is increasing and getting close to 1,
which indicates the shape anisotropy of the hexagon is becoming weak. Based on Figure 5.18,
the area ratio of θ = 100° is smaller than that of θ = 120°, which links to shape anisotropy of the
hexagon in Figure 5.12 (c) for θ = 100° is stronger than that of the hexagon in Figure 5.12 (d) for
θ = 120°. This can lead to a different mapping outcome and result in the different tendency of the
highlighted boundary line in Figure 5.12 (c) and (d).
5.4.2 Out-of-plane magnetization component
Following the logic described in section 5.3.1, since the shape anisotropy of the hexagon with θ
= 60° and θ = 80° is also weaker than that of the hexagon with θ = 120°, Figure 5.12 (a) and (b)
should maintain a similar tendency of boundary line between single domain and vortex to that of
Figure 5.12 (c) as well. Unfortunately, an anomaly tendency of the boundary line has been found
for hexagon with θ = 80° in Figure 5.12 with extended thicknesses. To explain this, the out-ofplane magnetization component must be brought into account. Figure 5.20 (a) and (b) are
illustrations of different out-of-plane magnetizations in 3D.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.20: Out-of-plane magnetization component along Z-axis of (a) thin hexagonal
nanodot (b) thick hexagonal nanodot
Out-of-plane magnetization refers to magnetization that is perpendicular to X-Y plane, which is
Z-axis (i.e. thickness) direction. Any magnetization that is not in plane has a component
projected on Z-axis, which is dependent on the thickness of the sample. Thus the out-of-plane
magnetization component is an anisotropic behavior. Thinner dots contain small or near to zero
out-of-plane magnetization component as shown in Figure 5.20 (a) whereas thicker dots contain
relative large one as shown in Figure 5.20 (b). A more detailed explanation is given next.
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Figure 5.21: Hexagonal nanodot thickness to lateral size ratio indicating the change of Mz
Figure 5.21 displays the thickness to lateral size ratio for indicating the growth of the out-ofplane magnetization component Mz [20]. Lateral size is corresponding to the side length from 70
nm to 220 nm with an interval of 30 nm. When thickness is fixed, the ratio is decreasing from the
smallest dot to largest dot. When side length is maintained, the ratio increases as the thickness
increases. A strong magnetic field will force Mz to incline along with its direction more than a
weak field to Mz. To eliminate this effect from the external magnetic field and only compare the
Mz between the dots, normalized Mz at remanence is ideal since that is where the external field
is zero. In hysteresis loop, there are two remanence points. An average of the magnitude of the
normalized Mz at the two remanence points is more accurate to demonstrate out-of-plane
magnetization effect. To normalize Mz for different dot sizes, it needs to divide the dot volume
so that leave the magnetization in Z-axis component per unit volume in the dot to compare. The
expression is as following:
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M z /Ms at remanence point1 + M z /Ms at remanence point2
dot volume

(5.1)

To verify the tendency in Figure 5.21, two extreme points were chosen vertically on the very left
side, where the side length remains at 70 nm; the thickness is 50 nm and 10 nm, respectively.
Two extreme pointes were chosen horizontally on the bottom, where the thickness remains at 10
nm; the side length is 70 nm and 220 nm, respectively. Actual simulation data and average of the
magnitude of the normalized Mz in accordance with the chosen data points are given in the
following table:
Table 5.1: Comparison between normalized Mz at remanence over dot volume
Sample	
  
t	
  (nm)	
   a	
  (nm)	
  
50	
  
70	
  
10	
  
70	
  
10	
  
220	
  

Average	
  of	
   Volume	
  	
   Average  of  |M! |/Ms
	
  
|M! |/Ms	
  
(nm! )	
  
Volume
|6.43E-‐04|	
   |5.82E-‐04|	
   6.125E-‐04	
   5.56E+05	
  
1.10E-‐09	
  
|1.82E-‐08|	
   |-‐1.21E-‐08|	
   1.515E-‐08	
   1.11E+05	
  
1.36E-‐13	
  
|1.74E-‐11|	
   |4.45E-‐11|	
   3.095E-‐11	
   1.10E+06	
  
2.81E-‐17	
  
|M! |! /Ms	
  

|M! |! /Ms	
  

From the last column in Table 5.1, the result follows the decreasing tendency at the same side
length when the thickness is becoming thinner, and the decreasing tendency at the same
thickness when the dot size is getting bigger. Even though the magnitude of Mz over the dot
volume is quite small, but the reduction between each extreme sample is 1000 times.
Out-of-plane magnetization component is an influence factor to magnetic switching devices.
When the thickness is comparatively large to the dot size, the magnetic moments will not tend to
align in plane [20] so that the in-plane saturation magnetization will not be easily reached. This
can affect the magnetic switching devices using in-plane saturation magnetization to represent
binary information. Therefore the out-of-plane magnetization needs to be taken into
consideration and can influence the mapping result to some extent. In order to eliminate as much
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as out-of-plane magnetization for implementing the magnetic switch, side length should be
chosen from 130 nm, 160 nm, 190 nm and 220 nm.
The results presented in this chapter showed an interesting phenomenon of the magnetic state of
hexagonal Permalloy nanodots, which is depending on side length, thickness and interior angle.
The newly founded and anomaly boundary between single domain and vortex state is correlate to
shape anisotropy and out-of-plane magnetization, respectively. Following research is based on
the characterization of all hexagonal Permalloy nanodots and analysis of the results obtained in
this chapter.
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Chapter Six: Device application of the hexagonal nanodots

The previous chapter has characterized what range of thickness, side length and interior angle of
hexagonal Permalloy nanodots is at single domain state. In order to achieve the objectives of the
thesis to implement magnetic logic gate, acceptable magnetic switching performance of single
hexagonal nanodot is necessary and critical. Magnetic logic gate using hexagonal Permalloy
nanodots has been accomplished and information transmission through the hexagonal magnetic
logic gate has partially succeeded as well.
6.1 Magnetic switch
A magnetic switch is a device that utilizes sharp magnetization reversal of ferromagnetic
material at single domain state to switch between logic ‘0’ and ‘1’. It requires the dot remains at
single domain state, which assures that the magnetization vector points at one direction before
and after switching, and only has two preferential magnetization directions under a rotating
magnetic field. As discussed in the previous chapter, a hexagonal Permalloy nanodot that has
been identified at single domain state is qualified to implement magnetic switch.
In order to find out what is the ideal range of magnetic field to apply, numerous magnetic fields
have been applied to the same hexagonal dot of which thickness t = 30 nm, side length a = 220
nm and the interior angle θ = 60°. The coercivity, Hc, for this dot is 425 Oe. The rotating
external magnetic field is integer multiples of 25 Oe since it is the default increment step in this
research and it starts rotating from positive X-axis. The smallest field is 225 Oe and the largest
field is 4750 Oe. Rotating angle, φ, is how much angle the rotating magnetic field is away from
positive X-axis. The unit of φ is degree. Cell size is kept at 5 nm × 5 nm × 5 nm. The simulation
initialization is random, which is presented in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Random initialization of t = 30 nm, a = 220 nm and θ = 60° hexagonal nanodot
Eight rotating angle versus normalized magnetization curves are selected to exhibit how
magnetic switch works for different magnetic fields in Figure 6.2 (a) – (h). X-axis is rotating
angle φ. Y-axis is normalized magnetization M and the expression is M/Ms.
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Figure 6.2: Rotating angle versus normalized magnetization curves of the same hexagonal
nanodot under varied uniform rotating magnetic field (a) H = 225 Oe (b) H = 350 Oe (c) H
= 425 Oe (d) H = 500 Oe (e) H = 600 Oe (f) H = 900 Oe (g) H = 2750 Oe (h) H = 4750 Oe
As the applied rotating magnetic field is becoming stronger and stronger, the normalized value of
M is approaching from -1 to 1. The field applied in Figure 6.2 (a) and (b) is smaller than the
coercivity of the hexagonal nanodot and the magnetization vector remains pointing at positive X74

axis. Based on the definition of coercivity, if the applied rotating magnetic field is smaller than
the coercivity, the rotating magnetic field will not be sufficient enough to rotate or switch the
magnetization in the dot. Switching can never happen and magnetization vector will be trapped
in its original direction. This can be explained by looking at magnetization component along Xaxis, Y-axis and Z-axis, i.e. Mx, My and Mz. Figure 6.3 displays normalized Mx, My and Mz
versus the rotating angle φ when H = 225 Oe. The expression is Mx/Ms, My/Ms and Mz/Ms,
respectively.
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Figure 6.3: Normalized Mx, My and Mz versus φ when the uniform rotating magnetic field
H = 225Oe
Because Mz component is mostly zero, only X-axis and Y-axis construct the coordinate plane in
this case. The geometric relationship among vector Mx, My and M is shown following in Figure
6.4.
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M

My

φ
Mx

Figure 6.4: Geometric relationship among vector Mx, My and M
The total magnetization magnitude M can be decomposed into two components:

⎧ Mx = Mcosϕ
⎨
⎩ My = Msinϕ
Compare to Mx, My is almost negligible. Because Mx = Mcosφ, the hysteresis curve
demonstrates a cosine wave. When the magnetic field is smaller than the coercivity of the
hexagonal nanodot, the dot only has been magnetized along X-axis. Hence a rotating magnetic
field that is smaller than the dot coercivity is not capable to implement magnetic switch.
If the applied rotating magnetic field is larger than the coercivity as shown in Figure 6.2 (d) –
(h), the rotating angle versus normalized magnetization curve becomes more and more distorted.
The magnetic switch functions less and less. Eventually, the value of M rests close to 1 with the
rotating magnetic field. It means the magnetization in the dot maintains at its maximum
magnitude at all angles, and rotates along the external magnetic field.
The approximately straight line in Figure 6.2 (h) can be explained by decomposing the total
magnetization along X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis, which is Mx, My and Mz. Mx is a cosine wave,
My is a sine wave and Mz is constant zero. There is a phase difference of 90° between Mx and
My. In Figure 6.5, X-axis is the rotating angle φ in degree. Y-axis is normalized magnetization
component along X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis, respectively. The corresponding expression is
Mx/Ms, My/Ms and Mz/Ms.
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Figure 6.5: Normalized Mx, My and Mz versus φ when the uniform rotating magnetic field
H = 4750 Oe
When the external magnetic field is along X-axis, Mx reaches the maximum magnitude on the
graph and My is zero; when the external magnetic field rotates to Y-axis, it drives My to the
peak or the valley. There is no magnetization component along X-axis. In total, normalized
magnetization can be explained in (6.1):

M2x + M2y
M

2

=

2

( Mcosφ ) + ( Msinφ )
M

=

M2 ( cosφ2 + sinφ2 )
M

=

M2
=1
M

(6.1)

The hexagonal nanodot can be magnetized from any directions and the magnetization effect
would still be the same, which is the magnetization vector in the dot rotates with the external
magnetic field. It has infinite preferential directions to represent logic states ‘1’ and ‘0’. The total
magnetization value remains at 1 and did not switch from 1 to -1. Additionally, it is not
computationally economical and the magnetization vector cannot sustain only along X-axis. The
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rotating magnetic field is adequate enough to force the magnetization vector to rotate with it.
Therefore a much stronger rotating magnetic field than the dot coercivity is not suitable for
implementing magnetic switch.
Taken the discrete input of magnetic field with default 25 Oe interval into consideration, the
range for implementing magnetic switch can be roughly summarized as following in Figure 6.6.
Range 1 is the magnetic field from 0 to approximately the coercivity of a hexagonal nanodot
minus 25 Oe where it is not sufficient enough to switch the magnetization vector. Range 2 is
from approximately 25 Oe less than the coercivity to 50 Oe more than the coercivity in which the
magnetic switch would possibly happen. Range 3 is from approximately the coercivity plus 50
Oe till infinite magnetic field, which would probably force magnetization vector rotate along
with external field.
Range 1
0

Range 3

Range 2
≈Hc-25Oe

≈Hc+50Oe

H

+∞

H

c
Figure 6.6: Estimation of magnetic field range for magnetic switch
Based on the observation from Figure 6.2 (a) – (h), the factor to determine the occurrence of the
switching is that the normalized magnetization value should jump back to positive one after
reaching the negative peak. In order to test the reproducibility, two cycles of rotating magnetic
field have been employed. Therefore more than one negative peak would appear on the φ versus
M/Ms curve. The average of all negative peaks has been calculated to compare different dots. If
the average value of the negative peaks of normalized magnetization is close to -1, it is a better
magnetic switch than that of which is not close to -1. The hexagonal dot with thickness t = 30
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nm, side length a = 160 nm, interior angle θ = 60° under applied rotating magnetic field of 625
Oe demonstrates the behaviour of the optimized magnetic switch, which is shown in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Optimized simulation result of magnetic switching by hexagonal dot with
t = 30 nm, a = 160 nm and θ = 60°
Normalized magnetization component along X-axis, Mx, has a nice binary behaviour. The
magnetization vectors remain pointing at positive X-axis direction for rotating field from 0° to
nearly 180°. It switches very sharply to negative X-axis and kept pointing at that direction for the
next 180°. This process continues and repeats over the next 360° cycle. A mapping of acceptable
magnetic switching performance among all samples is given in Figure 6.8 (a) – (d). “SD”, “AS”
and “V” stand for single domain, acceptable switching and vortex, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
80

(d)
Figure 6.8: Obtained simulation mapping results of acceptable magnetic switch samples at
different interior angle θ (a) θ = 60° (b) θ = 80° (c) θ = 100° (d) θ = 120°
It is clear from Figure 6.8 (a) – (d) that acceptable switching samples were only found at interior
angle θ = 60° and θ = 80°, which have stronger shape anisotropy than samples with θ = 100° and
θ = 120°. The binary property of all acceptable magnetic switching samples can be nicely used
for implementing magnetic logic gate (MLG), which will be explained in the following section.
6.2 Magnetic logic gate
As reviewed in section 3.1.2, magnetic logic gate is an arrangement of ferromagnetic nanodots
with binary nature to achieve logic functions, such as NOT, AND, OR, NOR and NAND. In the
conventional logic gates, electrical signals are used to perform the switching, i.e., ‘on’ and ‘off’.
The proposed magnetic logic gates that consist of hexagonal Permalloy nanodots use the
magnetization vector to do the same. The established scheme of magnetic logic gate made up of
four elliptical Permalloy nanodots is presented in Figure 3.5 and the scheme can be broken down
into two layouts: ferromagnetic coupling and antiferromagnetic coupling as shown in Figure 3.6.
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In order to use the same scheme with hexagonal dots, it is necessary to verify the switching
performance of the hexagonal dots in the aforementioned two layouts. Figure 6.9 (a) and (b) are
hexagonal dots in ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling layouts, respectively. The
hexagonal dots are identical to each other. The applied magnetic field is larger than the
coercivity of the sample to ensure the initialization magnetization in the input dot is saturated. In
Figure 6.9 (a), the hexagonal dot on the left has been magnetized as input with positive X-axis
initialization. The dot on the right is the output and has random initialization. In Figure 6.9 (b),
the dot on the top has been initially magnetized as input pointing at positive X-axis. The dot on
the bottom is the output and has random initialization.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.9: Two layouts of hexagonal nanodots at single domain state. (a) Ferromagnetic
coupling (b) Antiferromagnetic coupling
The key variable in the scheme is the distance between the dots, which can be denoted as d. Here
distance can be defined as the closest distance between the vertexes of hexagonal dots when they
are in ferromagnetic coupling; the closest distance between the sides of the hexagonal dots when
they are in antiferromagnetic coupling. The initially magnetized input dot is at its single domain
state and has the magnetic field lines outside, which creates strong magnetic stray field to couple
the output dot depending on their physical position [33]. Nevertheless, the distance between the
dots can influence the coupling effect. The magnetic field generated from the saturated
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magnetization of the input dot is stable. The density of magnetic field lines decreases with
increased distance from the input dot. This can result in the reduction of the coupling strength
and cause error in the switching operation. Another determining factor is the volume of the
hexagonal dot. Based on equation (2.2) the dot with bigger volume has more magnetic moments
and stronger magnetization than a smaller one. Therefore it can magnetize the output dot with a
stronger magnetic coupling effect. Quite a few hexagonal dots selected from Figure 6.8 (a) and
(b) of the switching mapping result have performed ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
coupling successfully. An example is given in Figure 6.10 (a) and (b), which is dot with
thickness t = 10 nm, side length a = 160 nm and interior angle θ = 60°. The distance between the
input dot and output dot is both 15 nm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.10: Hexagonal nanodot with t = 10 nm, a = 160 nm and θ = 60° in two layouts.
(a) d = 15 nm in ferromagnetic coupling (b) d = 15 nm in antiferromagnetic coupling
Ferromagnetic coupling actually implemented a “wire”. The output dot has been magnetized
along the same direction as the input dot, which means if the input dot is ‘on’/‘off’, the output
dot will be ‘on’/’off’ too. This functions as the wire in electronic circuits, which allows electrical
signal to pass. Antiferromagnetic coupling implemented a NOT gate. The function of NOT gate
is to reverse the signal from input to output. The output dot has been magnetized into the
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opposite direction to the input dot. It reverses the magnetization signal from ‘on’ to ‘off’, or from
‘off’ to ‘on’.
Next step is to put the candidate dots that have achieved “wire” and NOT gate into the magnetic
logic gate scheme. Three input dots on the outside have been magnetized initially along either
positive or negative X-axis. The output dot in the center has random initialization. The applied
magnetic field is 700 Oe. The distance between the dots in collinear and parallel arrangements is
both 20 nm. The schematic diagram of the optimized result in this research is illustrated in
Figure 6.11, which is the hexagonal dot with thickness t = 10 nm, side length a = 130 nm and
interior angle θ = 60°. The obtained optimized results by LLG simulation are demonstrated in
Figure 6.12 (a) – (h). Magnetization vectors pointing at positive X-axis stand for logic ‘1’,
which is red. Magnetization vectors pointing at negative X-axis stand for logic ‘0’, which is
green. Input logic order is the dot on the left, the dot on top and the dot on the bottom. For
example, the input binary code for Figure 6.12 (b) is ‘001’.
a = 130 nm
Input B
d = 20 nm

θ = 60°
Input A

Output Z

Input C

d = 20 nm
Figure 6.11: Schematic diagram of the magnetic logic gate using hexagonal nanodots
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 6.12: Obtained optimized magnetic logic gate result from LLG simulation. (a) Input
‘000’, output ‘1’ (b) Input ‘011’, output ‘0’ (c) Input ‘001’, output ‘0’ (d) Input ‘010’,
output ‘0’ (e) Input ‘111’, output ‘0’ (f) Input ‘100’, output ‘1’ (g) Input ‘101’, output ‘1’
(h) Input ‘110’, output ‘1’
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To see the function of the logic gate, it is necessary to summarize all the binary code input and
output into a truth table presented below.
Table 6.1: Truth table of the hexagonal magnetic logic gate
Input	
   Output	
   Gate	
  
A	
   B	
   C	
  
Z	
  
	
  
0	
   0	
   0	
  
1	
  
0	
   0	
   1	
  
0	
  
NOR	
  
0	
   1	
   0	
  
0	
  
0	
   1	
   1	
  
0	
  
1	
   0	
   0	
  
1	
  
1	
   0	
   1	
  
1	
  
NAND	
  
1	
   1	
   0	
  
1	
  
1	
   1	
   1	
  
0	
  
It is clear that the hexagonal magnetic logic gate has actually implemented a NOR gate and a
NAND gate. Input A plays the role of enable input. When A is 0, it performs a NOR gate. When
A is 1, it performs a NAND gate. In terms of magnetization, because all dots are identical, each
input dot has the same amount magnetostatic energy. Based on aforementioned two layouts,
when two dots are ferromagnetic coupling, the output dot will be magnetized in the same
direction as the input dot; when two dots are in antiferromagnetic coupling, the output dot have
the opposite magnetization direction as the input dot. Hence for scenario 1, i.e. Figure 6.12 (a)
and (e), the enable input dot has magnetization pointing to the right and will magnetize the
output dot into the same direction. However, the dot on top and the dot on the bottom having the
same magnetization directions as the enable input dot would magnetize the output dot into the
opposite direction, which is left. The mangetostatic energy from the dot on top and the dot on the
bottom is twice as it of the enable input dot. The output dot will tend to be magnetized by the dot
on top and the dot on the bottom more than by the enable input dot. Therefore the magnetization
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direction of output dot will be eventually pointing to the opposite direction and have opposite
logical state to input logical state. For scenario 2, i.e. Figure 6.12 (b) and (f), all three input dots
will magnetize the output dot into the same direction. The logical state of the output dot will
follow the enable input dot. For scenario 3, i.e. the rest situations, the dot on top and the dot on
the bottom both antiferromagnetically couple the output dot, and will try to magnetize the output
dot into opposite directions. Yet the magnetostatic energy stored in each dot is the same, the
magnetization upon the output dot will be cancelled out between the two dots. Thus the logical
state of output dot will be the same as the enable input dot.
The hexagonal dots actually act as transistors in integrated circuit. Their function is to switch to
pass or stop the signal. They can both constitute logic gate that performs logic function.
Considering the optimization result in this study, the length and width of the area taken by one
hexagonal dot is 360 nm and 130 nm; the length and width of the area taken by one magnetic
logic gate is 740 nm and 430 nm. More than1.24 billion hexagonal dots or 310 million magnetic
logic gates can be integrated on 1 cm 2 chip, which has more transistor count than what IBM
released in 2010, Quad-core z196 processor [58]. A block graph in Figure 6.13 displays the
correspondence between conventional electrical system and a magnetic system.
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Figure 6.13: Correspondence between conventional electrical and magnetic system
6.3 Transmission of information
Transmission of information for magnetic system is to transmit the magnetization through dots
or magnetic logic gates. The transmission of information between dots follows the principle of
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling. The maximum number of hexagonal nanodots
that have performed transmission of information successfully is three. The dot has thickness t =
10 nm, side length a = 160 nm and interior angle θ = 60°. The distance between the dots when
they are ferromagnetically and antiferromagnetically coupled is 15 nm and 30 nm, respectively.
For the collinear arrangement, the very left dot has been initially magnetized as the controlling
dot, and the other two neighbouring dots started from random initialization. This allows the
neighbouring dots to be magnetized by the influence of the controlling dot. Compare to the
previous researchers’ work [32, 59], the setup is different and hexagonal nanodots have stronger
shape anisotropy than circular and elliptical dots. For the parallel arrangement, the dot on top has
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been initially magnetized as the controlling dot, and the other two neighbouring dots started from
random initialization. The collinear arrangement of three hexagonal nanodots is shown in Figure
6.14 (a) and (b). The three hexagonal nanodots in parallel is shown in Figure 6.15 (a) and (b).

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.14: Obtained information transmission result from LLG simulation for three
hexagonal dots in collinear arrangement, d = 15 nm. (a) Initialization (b) Information
transmitted through the dots

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.15: Obtained information transmission result from LLG simulation when three
hexagonal dots are in parallel, d = 30 nm. (a) Initialization (b) Information transmitted
through the dots
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Before moving into transmission of information through magnetic logic gates, a single magnetic
logic gate and one additional dot in alignment with the output dot should be tested. It is a
combination of the logic gate and dots transmission. The output of the first magnetic logic gate
should be able to magnetize the additional dot and the additional dot should follow the same
logical state as the output dot. The initialization state is displayed in Figure 6.16.

Figure 6.16: Initialization of one magnetic logic gate and one additional dot in alignment
with the output dot
The optimized result is that three out of eight combinations have followed the mechanism of
logic gate and dots transmission. They are demonstrated in the following Figure 6.17 (a) – (c).
The dot is the same sample inherited from the magnetic logic gate optimization. The distance
between the dots horizontally and vertically is both 20 nm. The magnetic field is still 700 Oe.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Figure 6.17: Obtained information transmission from LLG simulation between one
magnetic logic gate and one additional dot in alignment with the output dot, d = 20 nm.
(a) Input ‘011’, output ‘0’, the additional dot ‘0’ (b) Input ‘100’, output ‘1’, the additional
dot ‘1’ (c) Input ‘101’, output ‘1’, transmission dot ‘1’
The magnetostatic interaction between magnetic logic gate and the additional dot is more
complicated than any other schemes discussed before. The distance between the dots and the
initialization magnetization in the input dots can both influence the output dot and the
transmission dot. Because the magnetization happens at the same time for both dots, the top and
bottom input dots already have some influence on the transmission dot before the output of the
gate is magnetized strong enough to magnetize it. In order to make the output dot imposing
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stronger magnetization on the additional dot, shortening the distance between them or moving
the top and bottom input dots further might be a possibility.
The next step is the transmission of information from one magnetic logic gate to another. The
output dots of the two gates and the second enable dot are being influenced by five other
initialized input dots. The goal is to let the first magnetic logic gate magnetize the enable input
dot of the second magnetic logic gate. The other two inputs of the second magnetic logic gate
have been magnetized. Therefore the output of the first gate controls the enable input dot of the
second gate, and controls the output dots of the second gate subsequently. The initialization is
presented in Figure 6.18.

Figure 6.18: LLG simulation initialization of two magnetic logic gates for the transmission
of information
Another promising scheme is to have a buffer dot in between the magnetic logic gates. The
buffer dot should follow the logical state of the output dot in the first logic gate and pass it to the
enable input dot of the second logic gate because they are in the ferromagnetic coupling. The
buffer dot will create more space for the enable input dot of the second logic gate to not be
disturbed by the input dots of the first logic gate. More than one buffer dot could be added for
transmission of information for magnetic logic gate. Figure 6.19 is showing the initialization
state of having one buffer dot between two magnetic logic gates.
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Figure 6.19: LLG simulation initialization of two magnetic logic gates with one buffer dot
for the transmission of information
Moreover, the information can also be transmitted through electrical system and magnetic
system alternatively. Electronic-magnetic-electronic conversion is required to move the magnetic
logic gate to a real fully functional circuit that can read and write. Giant magnetoresistance [25,
60] provides the possibility to convert magnetic signal to electrical signal. Current can be
measured and changed by the resistance in the material in which the current is flowing through.
The resistance of the giant magnetoresistance structure can be controlled by the external
magnetic field. Therefore current running through the giant magnetoresistance structure can be
controlled by the magnetic field that generated from the output dot of the magnetic logic gate.
The current can be simply converted to magnetic field through a coil based on Oersted’s Law.
The magnetic field originated from the current can be used to control the enable input dot of the
second logic gate. The flow is summarized in Figure 6.20. “MLG” and “GMR” stand for
magnetic logic gate and giant magnetoresistance, respectively.

MLG

Magnetic

GMR

Current

Oersted’s
Law

field

Magnetic

MLG

field

Figure 6.20: Proposed signal conversion using GMR to transmit magnetic signal between
logic gates
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Magnetic device applications based on hexagonal Permalloy nanodots are demonstrated in this
chapter, including magnetic switch, magnetic logic gate and information transmission from one
magnetic logic gate to a neighbouring dot. Multiple schemes to improve transmission of
information between magnetic logic gates are proposed as well.
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Chapter Seven: Conclusion and future work

7.1 Conclusions
A new geometry of Permalloy nanodots has been investigated. Hexagonal Permalloy nanodots
with interior angle θ = 60° and θ = 80° are all characterized at single domain when all side length
is the same and varied from 70 nm to 220 nm, and the thickness is from 5 nm to 30 nm. Future
applications can take advantage from these classified single domains. As the interior angle
becomes 100° and 120°, quite a few hexagonal nanodots turned into magnetic vortex state, and
there is boundary line between single domain and vortex, which was due to less shape anisotropy
than θ = 60° and θ = 80°. Even if the interior angle is the same, increased thickness will affect
the magnetic state leaning towards vortex, because of the out-of-plane magnetization.
The dependency of shape anisotropy on different hexagonal interior angles has been observed as
well. Shape anisotropy in hexagonal nanodot depends on the degree of shape deviation compared
to a circle. Considering that a hexagonal nanodot contains a circular nanodot at the same
thickness, the only part that contributes to shape anisotropy is the residual out of the circular
nanodot, which equals to the hexagonal nanodot’s volume minus circular nanodot’s volume. In
order to compare the residual out of each hexagonal nanodot, normalized residual volume is
needed, i.e. circular nanodot volume over hexagonal nanodot volume. Because the thickness is
the same, this engineering indicator of shape anisotropy actually is the area ratio of circle to
hexagon, which is associated with the boundary trend between vortex and single domain.
The intermediate magnetic state has been brought to attention. It is critical towards the switching
application. The interval of the magnetic field has been shortened to 5 Oe to examine it. For the
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application of switching, single domains with intermediate states should not be the first choice
because it cannot encode binary information perfectly.
Magnetic logic gate, NOR and NAND gate, has been implemented by using hexagonal
Permalloy nanodots. The optimized result in this research can lead to a really high integration
density. Ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling of hexagonal Permalloy nanodots operate
as passing and reversing the signal, respectively. Transmission of information from one magnetic
logic gate to the neighbouring dot is partially successful. Different combinations of NOR and
NAND gate and information transmission between the gates would compose a magnetic circuit
of multiple functions.
7.2 Contributions
This research has the following contributions:
•

Introduced a new geometry, hexagonal nanodots, for being used in magnetic logic gate
scheme as a potential candidate. There is no previous systematic work on this new shape
that would enable one to implement it in the magnetic logic gate.

•

Obtained a clear mapping of the hexagonal nanodots based on varying side length,
thickness and interior angle. One can use this mapping result to deploy this new geometry
for various applications.

•

Observed two anomalous trends in the mapping of single-domain and vortex. These
anomalies were interpreted by correlating with shape anisotropy and out-of-plane
magnetization.

•

Successfully demonstrated magnetic logic gate using the hexagonal nanodots.

•

Demonstrated transmission of information from one dot to the neighbouring dots. Also,
demonstrated transmission of information from one logic gate to a subsequent dot.
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Though it is now apparent that transmission of information from one logic gate to a
neighbouring gate is possible. Since there was no previous work on this proposed shape,
this research demanded a detailed characterization of hexagonal Permalloy nanodots.
Without this it would not be possible to implement the logic gate. People working on
further advancement of this logic scheme including transmission, may use this mapping.
7.3 Future work
7.3.1 Elongated hexagonal nanodots
The interaction between the dots is highly related to the magnetization in the dot. The
magnetostatic energy stored in the magnetic field generated by the magnetization in the dot
influences the other non-initialized dots. It was observed that the output dot resulted in vortex in
the magnetic logic gate sometimes, especially when the top and bottom input dot has opposite
initial magnetization direction. Since the dots are identical, the top and bottom dot should cancel
out their effects on the output dot. If the enable input dot has a stronger magnetization, the output
dot will tend to be magnetized sufficiently to follow the magnetization direction of the enable
input dot. Thus a larger volume of the dot is needed. Sharp cone assures strong shape anisotropy
and it needs to be maintained. Subsequently, an elongated hexagonal nanodot may be a
promising candidate to improve the transmission of information from one gate to another. A
simple depiction is given in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Proposed elongated hexagonal nanodot
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7.3.2 OR and AND gate
Among the basic logic gates, NOT, NOR and NAND gate has been implemented by using
hexagonal Permalloy nanodots. Other fundamental logic gates are desired for a real digital circuit
as well. Following the same rule investigated in Chapter Five: Study of the magnetization
reversal process, position the dots horizontally instead of vertically and it will operate as OR and
AND gate. Proposed OR and AND magnetic logic gate scheme is shown in Figure 7.2 (a) and
(b). Arrow up and down stands for logic state ‘1’ and ‘0’, respectively.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7.2: (a) OR gate proposal (b) AND gate proposal
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A truth table extracted from Figure 7.2 is listed below in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Truth table of proposed scheme
Input	
   Output	
   Gate	
  
A	
   B	
   C	
  
Z	
  
	
  
0	
   0	
   0	
  
0	
  
0	
   0	
   1	
  
1	
  
OR	
  
0	
   1	
   0	
  
1	
  
0	
   1	
   1	
  
1	
  
1	
   0	
   0	
  
0	
  
1	
   0	
   1	
  
0	
  
AND	
  
1	
   1	
   0	
  
0	
  
1	
   1	
   1	
  
1	
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